
Transmission adaptor TF83259 and TF83259F redesign 

May 23, 2016 || 16-406 

The Audi/VW/Porsche Male Adaptor, PN TF83259, and the Audi/VW/Porsche Female Adaptor, PN TF83259F, 

have been redesigned to allow the adaptors to fit on Volkswagen Touaregs. The old adaptors will not fit on 

Volkswagen Touraregs. The hole has been elongated on both adaptors and the TF83259F has a different screw 

with a wing nut (see photos below). 

 

 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/transmission-adaptor-tf83259-and-tf83259f-redesign/
https://www.bgprod.com/dashboard/pages/view.php?ref=3284
https://www.bgprod.com/dashboard/pages/view.php?ref=3156
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/TF83259_OLD-NEW.jpg
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/TF83259F_OLD-NEW.jpg


BG Transmission Service on 2015 Ford F-150, Expedition and Transit vans 

January 11, 2016 || 16-397  

Ford has two different transmission cooler designs on the 2015 models of F-150, Expedition, and Transit vans. BG has 

adaptors and procedures to perform the BG Transmission Service on both designs. 

Design 1 

1. Access the cooler from underneath the vehicle. 

2. Locate the transmission line coming from the transmission to the cooler. 

3. Disconnect this line. Make sure the rubber and plastic grommets stay on the line and not in the cooler.

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-transmission-service-on-2015-ford-f-150-expedition-and-transit-vans/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/TechTip397_1.jpg


4. Insert TF832111QC into the cooler and use the OEM bolt to secure it.

 

5. Insert the cooler line into the TF832112QC adaptor and secure it using the provided wingnut.

 

6. Connect the service hoses and perform the BG Transmission Service. 

7. Reverse procedure when the service is complete. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/TechTip397_2.jpg
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/TechTip397_3.jpg


Design 2 

This design has two quick connect fittings located under the vehicle, directly in front of the engine. 

1. From underneath the vehicle, remove the dipstick from the transmission pan. 

2. Replace the dipstick with TF832118QC and use a TF83242QC to make the connection accessible.

 

3. Disconnect the driver’s side quick connect cooler line.  

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2015-F-150-3.5-Non-Ecoboost-118.jpg
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2015-F-150-3.5-Non-Ecoboost-08-2.jpg


4. Use TF83208QC (open-ended hose) to connect to the cooler side line.

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2015-F-150-3.5-Non-Ecoboost-08-1.jpg


5. Use TF83299QC and an open-ended hose to plug the transmission side cooler line. Fluid will slowly leak out 

of this line if it is not plugged.  

6. Connect one service hose to the cooler side transmission line (TF83208QC). 

7. Connect the other hose to the dipstick fitting (TF832118QC). 

8. Perform the BG Transmission Service. 

9. Reverse procedure when the service is complete. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2015-F-150-3.5-Non-Ecoboost-99.jpg


BG Transmission Pressure Test Adaptor, FES111 

January 8, 2016 || 16-396  

The BG Xpress™ Transmission Fluid Exchange System, PN FES100, is not equipped with a purge port to empty the new 

fluid from the tank like the BG PF5. The BG Transmission Pressure Test Adaptor, FES111, attaches to the used fluid hose 

and an air supply to move the tank bladder to the top of the tank and expel new fluid through the new fluid hose. 

The BG Transmission Pressure Test Adaptor, FES111, can also be used to test the BG Xpress™ bypass valve and tank 

bladder. It has a pressure gauge for diagnostics and a check valve to prevent air from escaping through the used fluid hose. 

 

Contact BG Technical Service with any questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-transmission-pressure-test-adaptor-fes111/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/FES111-1.png


BG Transmission Service on 2014 and newer Volvos 

December 28, 2015 || 16-395  

Some 2014 and newer Volvo vehicles don’t have conventional transmission cooler lines. BG has adaptors that allow the 

BG transmission service equipment to connect to pressure ports on the driver’s side of the transmission. 

To perform the BG Transmission Service: 

1. Remove the two pressure port bolts, located on the driver’s side of the transmission. These bolts must be accessed 

from underneath the vehicle.

 
2. Replace bolts with two TF832128QC adaptors. Hand tighten. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-transmission-service-on-2014-and-newer-volvos/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2015-S60-pressure-ports-1.jpg


3. Connect TF83242QC adaptor to TF832128QC adaptor (shown in picture).

 
4. Connect BG transmission service equipment service hoses to TF832128QC and TF83242QC. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2015-S60-fitting-128-x2.jpg


5. One service hose will need to go through the wheel 

well.  

6. The vehicle must be put in reverse in order to achieve flow through the BG transmission service equipment. 

7. Perform the BG Transmission Service. 

8. When the service is complete, shut off engine, remove adaptors, and re-install bolts. 

NOTE: Make sure to check the fluid level after any service, per OEM recommendations. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2015-S-60.jpg


BG Transmission Service on 2014 Dodge 1500 with 8-speed ZF transmission 

December 11, 2015 || 16-392  

Cooler lines and thermostats have different variations on 2014 Dodge, Chrysler and Jeep vehicles equipped with 8-speed 

ZF transmissions. As a result, there is no flow when the BG PF5 or BG PXT® are connected to the cooler lines. BG has 

adaptors and procedures to service these transmissions regardless of temperature. 

To perform a BG Transmission Service on Dodge Ram 1500 trucks, equipped with a thermostat assembly bolted to the 

driver’s side of the transmission: 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-transmission-service-on-dodge-chrysler-and-jeep-with-8-speed-zf-transmissions/


1. Disconnect the top cooler line and use TF83233QC to connect to the line coming from the transmission. 

 



2. Block off the line coming out of the cooler using TF83279QC. An opened-ended hose can be clamped to the 

fitting and plugged. Note: No fluid will come out of the cooler until the transmission reaches around 140 degrees.

 
3. Remove the fill plug from the side of the transmission. This must be done from underneath the vehicle. 



4. Replace the plug with fitting TF832127QC. Note: If replacement O-rings are needed for TF832127QC, replace 

with 113 sized O-rings.

 
5. Connect one service hose to the cooler line and the other to the fill hole fitting TF832127QC. 

6. Complete the BG Transmission Service. 

7. Reverse procedure when finished. 

Note: There are two quick connect lines running into the cooler on the passenger side of the radiator. These lines can be 

accessed from under the hood. 

To perform the BG Transmission Service on all other Dodge, Chrysler and Jeep vehicles equipped with 8-speed 

transmissions, refer to this Tech Tip. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/?p=2011&preview=true


BG Transmission Service on late model Volkswagens 

November 19, 2015 || 16-389  

Some late model Volkswagen vehicles don’t have conventional transmission cooler lines. BG has designed an adaptor that 

allows the BG PF5 or the BG PXT® to connect to pressure ports on the driver’s side of the transmission. 

1. Remove the vehicle’s splash shield. 

2. Remove the transmission bolts shown in the picture. 

 

  

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-transmission-service-on-late-model-volkswagens/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/VW-Tech-Tip-Remove-Transmission-Bolts1.jpg


3. Replace bolts with PN TF832128QC adaptors. Hand tighten. 

NOTE: Use size 010 replacement O-rings, as needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/VW-Tech-Tip-Insert-Transmission-Adaptors2.jpg


4. Connect BG PXT® or BG PF5. 

 

5. Start the vehicle and check for leaks. 

6. The vehicle must be put in reverse before you will see any flow through the machine. 

NOTE: Leave the vehicle in reverse through the entire service. 

7. When the service is complete, shut off the engine, remove adaptors, and re-install bolts. 

NOTE: Make sure to check the fluid level after any service, per OEM recommendations. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/VW-Tech-Tip-Connect-Service-Hoses1.jpg


BG Transmission Service on Honda CVTs 

November 16, 2015 || 16-388  

Honda CVTs do not have conventional cooler lines. BG has designed two new adaptors to allow a BG PF5 or BG PXT® 

to connect to these vehicles. 

1. Remove the 12mm pressure port bolt from the driver’s side of the transmission. 

Note: Turn the wheels all the way to the left to make this port more accessible. 

 

2. Replace pressure port bolt with PN TF832124QC adaptor. Hand tighten. 

Note: Use size 011 replacement O-rings as needed. 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-transmission-service-on-honda-cvts/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/Honda-CVT-Tech-Tip-remove-pressure-bolt2.png
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/Honda-CVT-Tech-Tip-insert-pressure-fitting.png


3. Remove fill plug from the top of the transmission. 

 

4. Replace fill plug on top of the transmission with PN TF832125QC adaptor. 

Note: Use size 208 replacement O-rings as needed. 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/Honda-CVT-Tech-Tip-remove-fill-plug1.png
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/Honda-CVT-Tech-Tip-insert-fill-port-fitting.png


5. Connect service hoses and complete the service. 

6. Reverse the procedure to remove the adaptors when finished. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

 

Fluid intermixing in BG PXT®2 

September 25, 2015 || 15-386  

Due to the use of both transmission fluid and power steering fluid in the BG PXT®2, there will likely be some fluid 

intermixing when switching between services. However, the residual fluid is so minimal that there will be no adverse 

effects on the functionality of the new fluid. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

 

Disable Power Steering service from BG PXT®2 

September 22, 2015 || 15-385  

To disable the Power Steering Service function on a BG PXT®2, perform the following steps. To enable the BG Power 

Steering Service function, perform the steps in reverse order. 

NOTE: This process only works on serial numbers 1402-149 and newer.  

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/fluid-intermixing-in-bg-pxt2/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/removedisable-power-steering-service-from-bg-pxt2/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/PXT_Screens_1.jpg


 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/PXT_Screens_2.jpg
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/PXT_Screens_3.jpg


 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/PXT_Screens_4.jpg
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/PXT_Screens_5.jpg


 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/PXT_Screens_7.jpg
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/PXT_Screens_8.jpg


 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/Step-9.jpg
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/Step-10.jpg


 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/Step_12.jpg
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/Step-13.jpg


BG Transmission Service on Toyota CVTs 

September 14, 2015 || 15-384  

Some late model Toyota vehicles are equipped with a Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT). Instead of 

conventional cooler lines, Toyota CVT cooler lines connect to a transmission cooler bolted onto the transmission. BG has 

designed an adaptor to allow a BG PF5 or BG PXT® to connect to these vehicles. 

The Toyota CVT cooler can only be accessed from beneath the vehicle. 

1. Remove the three bolts holding the cooler to the transmission and remove transmission cooler. 

 

2. Use transmission cooler bolts to attach PN TF832126QC to the transmission. 

NOTE: Use size 117 replacement O-rings as needed. 

3. Connect service hoses to the adaptor and proceed with the service. 

 

4. When the service is complete, remove the adaptor and replace the transmission cooler. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-transmission-service-on-toyota-cvts/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/Toyota-CVT-Cooler.png
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/Toyota-CVT-Adaptor.png


Transmission adaptors for 2006-2013 BMW X5 

June 29, 2015 || 15-381  

To perform the BG Transmission Service on 2006-2013 BMW X5’s, attach the new Transmission Adaptor, BMW, male, 

PN TF832120QC, and Transmission Adaptor, BMW, female, PN TF832121QC, at the transmission cooler from 

underneath the vehicle. 

 

1. Remove the splash guard from under the vehicle. 

2. Locate the cooler and remove the bolt that secures the lines to the cooler. 

3. Remove the lower line from the cooler. 

4. Place Transmission Adaptor, BMW, male, PN TF832120QC, in the cooler and use the OEM bolt to secure it. 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/transmission-adaptors-for-2006-2013-bmw-x5/
https://www.bgprod.com/dashboard/pages/view.php?ref=6166
https://www.bgprod.com/dashboard/pages/view.php?ref=6166
https://www.bgprod.com/dashboard/pages/view.php?ref=6108
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/TF832120QC_TF832121QC.jpg
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/TechTip15-381_2.jpg


5. Place Transmission Adaptor, BMW, female, PN TF832121QC, on the cooler line and use the supplied wing nut to 

secure it. 

 

6. Connect the service hoses and complete the BG Transmission Service. 

7. Reverse procedure when finished. 

 

Transmission Adaptor for Honda/Acura 

June 2, 2015 || 15-378  

Certain Honda/Acura transmissions have two different length banjo bolts, one of which is shorter than BG Transmission 

Adaptor (12 mm banjo, male, Acura TL), PN TF83247QC. This adaptor is being updated to work with both transmission 

types. Existing TF83247QC adaptors can be modified to work with both transmission types. Simply cut one inch off the 

end. 

No changes need to be made to the mating TF83246QC adaptor. 

 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/transmission-adaptor-for-hondaacura/
https://www.bgprod.com/dashboard/pages/view.php?ref=6127
https://www.bgprod.com/dashboard/pages/view.php?ref=6127
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/HondaAcura-TF83247QC-sm1.jpg


 

 

BG Transmission Service on Dodge Ram 2500 

 
April 29, 2015 || 15-374  

 

2014 and newer Dodge Ram 2500 and larger trucks are equipped with a thermostat in the transmission cooler 

system. The thermostat is located in an aluminum block in the transmission cooler lines, between the cooler 

and the transmission. When a BG PF5 or BG PXT® is connected to the vehicle, fluid will not flow due to the 

thermostat being closed. 

BG Transmission Adaptor, Dodge, Male, PN TF832122QC,  and BG Transmission Adaptor, Dodge, Female, 

PN TF832123QC, connect to the transmission cooling system between the thermostat and the transmission. 

This connection bypasses the thermostat to allow the fluid to flow. These connection points can only be 

accessed from beneath the vehicle. 

 

Both adaptors are required for this service. They are threaded style-fittings, one male and one female. 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/no-transmission-fluid-flow-with-dodge-ram-2500/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2014-Ram-2500-122-123.jpg
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/TF832122QC-and-TF832123QC.jpg


Contact BG Technical Service with any questions 

BG Transmission Service on GM trucks and SUVs with transmission 

thermostats 

April 29, 2015 || 15-375  

Some 2014 and newer full-sized GM trucks and SUVs are equipped with a transmission thermostat that is bolted to 

the side of the transmission. When a BG PF5 or BG PXT® is connected to the vehicle, fluid will not flow due to the 

thermostat being closed. 

BG Transmission Service Adaptor (GM 2015 and newer 6L80 and 6L90), PN TF832119QC, attaches in place of 

the thermostat on the transmission. This adaptor allows the fluid to flow. 

 

  

The transmission thermostat can only be accessed from beneath the vehicle. 

1. Remove the single bolt that holds the thermostat to the transmission, located on the driver’s side. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/no-transmission-fluid-flow-with-gm-trucks-and-suvs/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/no-transmission-fluid-flow-with-gm-trucks-and-suvs/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/TF832119QC_ph1-copy1.jpg


 

2. Move the thermostat out of the way. 

3. Be sure to use the OEM gasket on the BG adaptor. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2015-Silverado-Thermostat-11.jpg


 

4. Use the thermostat bolt to attach the PN TF832119QC adaptor to the transmission. 

5. Connect the service hoses to the adaptor and proceed with the service. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2015-Silverado-Thermostat-Gasket.jpg


 

6.When the service is complete, remove the adaptor and replace the thermostat and gasket. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2015-Silverado-119-1.jpg


Using multiple fluid types in BG PF5 

April 29, 2015 || 15-376  

7. There have been some concerns about using the BG PF5 with multiple types of transmission fluid. The 

concern is after draining the fluid from the BG PF5, will the residual fluid mix with the new, different 

transmission fluid, resulting in a fluid that is no longer functional. 

In our experience, there will be some intermixing, but the residual fluid is so minimal that there will be no adverse 

effects to the new transmission fluid. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

BG Additive Injector Tool for sealed transmissions 

September 23, 2014 || 14-372  

The BG Additive Injector Tool, PN 914, can be used to install BG ATC Plus, PN 310, in vehicles with sealed 

transmissions. The BG Additive Injector Tool is especially useful for installations as part of the BG Pre-owned 

Vehicle Program. 

It features a clear canister with graduated markings which allow the technician to measure fluid level to remove 11 

ounces/325 mL of fluid from the transmission and replace it with BG ATC Plus into the transmission through the 

check plug. 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/using-multiple-fluid-types-in-bg-pf5/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-additive-injector-tool-for-sealed-transmissions/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/9142.jpg


2010 and newer Volvo T70 Transmission Service 

September 2, 2014 || 14-371  

To perform the BG Transmission Service on the 2010 and newer Volvo T70, use the new Volvo Transmission 

Adaptor Plate, PN TF832117QC. Remove the transmission line and replace it with the Volvo Transmission 

Adaptor Plate. 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/2010-and-newer-volvo-t70-transmission-service/
https://www.bgprod.com/dashboard/pages/view.php?ref=5577
https://www.bgprod.com/dashboard/pages/view.php?ref=5577
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2010_Volvo_TF832117QC_1.jpg


 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2010_Volvo_TF832117QC_2.jpg


Mazda SkyActive Transmission Service 

September 2, 2014 || 14-370  

To perform a BG Transmission Service on 2011 and newer Mazda vehicles with SkyActive drivetrains use the new 

Mazda Transmission Adaptor Plate, PN TF832116QC. Move the round transmission cooler to the side and replace 

it with PN TF832116QC. 

 

If replacement O-rings are needed for the transmission cooler, it is recommended to use OEM replacements , PN 

FZ01-19-946. If OEM replacement O-rings are not available a 115 O-ring can be used instead. 

If replacement O-rings are needed for the Mazda Transmission Adaptor Plate, PN TF832116QC, a 116 O-ring can 

be used. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/mazda-skyactive-transmission-service/
https://www.bgprod.com/dashboard/pages/view.php?ref=5576
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/Mazda_TF832116QC_11.jpg


No fluid flow in PF5HO, PF5MO and PXT machines 

January 9, 2014 || 14-364  

The connection between the motor and the pump on the BG PF5HO, PF5MO and PXT is a coupling with an Allen 

set screw. If the set screw becomes loose, the motor will still run, but the the pump will not work. 

If you suspect the set screw is loose, simply tighten it to get the pump working again. Follow these four steps. 

1. Use a light to look through the slot in the connecting point between the motor and pump to see the coupling 

device. 

2. Turn the coupling with a small screw driver until access to the set screw is available. 

3. Use an Allen wrench to tighten the Allen set screw. 

4. Test the machine. 

 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/no-fluid-flow-in-pf5ho-pf5mo-and-pxt-machines/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2014/01/PF5.png


New Ford transmission adaptors 

December 12, 2013 || 13-363  

Recently, Ford began incorporating transmission thermostats in the transmission cooling system in the following 

models. 

2008 – newer Taurus 

2011 – newer Explorer 

2009 – newer Flex 

2007 – newer Edge 

2013 – newer Escape 

2013 – newer Fusion 

2007 – newer MKX 

2009 – newer MKS 

2010 – 2011 MKT 

2008 – 2009 Mercury Sable 

The thermostat is located between the radiator and transmission. 

 

The problem is that when a BG transmission machine is attached to the transmission lines between the radiator and 

transmission, the thermostat must be warmed to operating temperature to open it and allow fluid flow. If the 

thermostat cools down during the service, it will close and will not allow fluid flow. 

To solve this, BG has designed four new adaptors to allow access to the transmission lines between the 

transmission and thermostat to allow fluid to flow whether the thermostat is open or closed. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/new-ford-transmission-adaptors/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2013/12/thermostat.jpg


There are male and female adaptors for the two styles of Ford transmission cooler line connections: flange-

style and threaded-style. 

Flange style adaptors: 
Transmission Adaptor, Ford, Female, PN TF832111QC 

Transmission Adaptor, Ford, Male, PN TF832112QC 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/dashboard/?r=4911
https://www.bgprod.com/dashboard/?r=4912
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2013/12/TF832111QC_TF832112QC1.jpg


 

  

Threaded style adaptors: 
Transmission Adaptor, Late Model Ford, Male, PN TF832114QC 

Transmission Adaptor, Late Model Ford, Female, PN TF832115QC 

https://www.bgprod.com/dashboard/?r=4913
https://www.bgprod.com/dashboard/?r=4914
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2013/12/111-and-1122.jpg


 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2013/12/TF832114QC_TF832115QC.jpg


 

To gain access to the transmission cooler lines between the transmission and thermostat, the air filter box may need 

to be removed. The entire air box assembly can be removed in less than 5 minutes. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2013/12/114-and-1152.jpg


 

Ford trucks transmission service procedures will still fall under Tech Tip 12-348 for the 6R80 and 13-362 for the 

6R140 transmission. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

Ford TorqShift6 6-speed transmissions 

September 10, 2013 || 13-362  

In 2011 and later Ford Super Duty TorqShift6 6-speed transmissions with thermostat-controlled transmission fluid 

systems, the fluid temperature must be above 190 degrees F for the thermostat to remain open. This can be a 

problem when performing a BG Transmission Service because the incoming new fluid cools the system, which 

closes the thermostat. Follow the procedure and see the images below to work around this problem. 

1. Remove the dipstick. 

2. Slide #20, 3/4” open hose adaptor, over dipstick tube and clamp. 

2a. Attach the BG transmission machine service hose with red indicator to the dipstick tube. 

3. Connect to the line coming off the bottom corner of the cooler closest to the front of the vehicle using an open 

hose adaptor. 

4. Block off the other side of the cooler line using a TF83299QC adaptor. Clamp a rubber hose to the adaptor. Plug 

the open end of the rubber hose. 

5. Connect the BG transmission machine and perform the BG Transmission Service per the instructions manual. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-transmission-service-on-6r80-6-speed-transmissions/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/ford-torqshift6-6-speed-transmissions/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/TransThermoDiagramRevised.png


If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

 

8.  

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2013/09/IMG_0555-e1378240958325.png


9.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2013/09/IMG_1970-e1378241236272.png


BG Transmission Service on 6R80 6-speed transmissions 

July 30, 2012 || 12-348  

It has been a challenge to perform the BG Transmission Service on a 6R80 6-speed transmission (found in Ford SUVs and 

F150 trucks). The transmission fluid temperature must be over 165°F/74°C for fluid to flow through the transmission fluid 

cooler. New fluid coming in cools the system, which can close the thermostat and stop the service. 

Following are recommended procedures for BG Transmission Service on 6R80 6-speed transmissions. 

BG PF5HO (with boost pump) 
Connect the BG PF5HO where the transmission dipstick is threaded into the transmission. 

1. Remove the dipstick and replace it with adaptor PN TF832118QC. 
2. Due to the placement of the exhaust, a 90° quick connect is needed. Use PN TF83242QC. 
3. Disconnect the transmission cooler line on the driver’s side of the transmission external cooler. If there is no cooler, remove 

the line from bottom driver side of the radiator. Connect to the line coming off the cooler or from the bottom of the 
radiator, using adaptor PN TF83206QC. There is no need to block off the other side of cooler line. 

4. Connect the hose with the red label to the cooler/radiator and the other hose to the adaptor in the dipstick location. 
5. Start the vehicle and put the pump switch in the right side position. 

Service time: 3:42 

Temp before: 135°F/57°C 

Temp after: 145°F/63°C 

 

  

BG PF5MO (with boost pump)  

1. Follow steps 1–4 for BG PF5HO (above) to connect to the transmission. 
2. Correct the flow; Correct Flow lever should be pointing to the New Fluid gauge. 

Service time: 4:08 

Temp before: 155°F/68°C 

Temp after: 144°F/62°C 

BG PF5 (without boost pump) 

1. Follow steps 1–4 for BG PF5HO (above) to connect to the transmission. 

Service time: 13:30 

Temp before: 147°F/64°C 

Temp after: 145°F/63°C 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-transmission-service-on-6r80-6-speed-transmissions/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/Tech-tip-12-348.jpg


NOTE: If the transmission fluid temperature gets high enough during service, fluid will start coming out of the open hose. 

With the machine still hooked up and in bypass mode, the fluid temp was at 140°F/60°C. It took one hour for the fluid 

temperature to reach 172°F/78°C; this is when fluid started running out of the open hose. Using the recommended 

procedures above, the transmission fluid didn’t get close to this temperature. 

If this is an issue, simply plug the open hose. 

NOTE: Make sure you check the fluid level after the service per OEM recommendations. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

BG Transmission Service on Toyota AB60 and A760 

June 12, 2012 || 12-346  

Toyota AB60 and A760 automatic transmission/transaxle equipped with a towing package have a thermostat fluid bypass 

in the transmission fluid cooling system. This thermostat needs to be bypassed to accurately check the transmission fluid 

level. Bypassing the thermostat will also help while performing a BG Transmission Service. 

The thermostat can be bypassed by pushing the thermostat cap inward and installing a pin to keep the bypass open. Make 

sure to remove pin after the service. 

Toyota has issued a factory Tech Tip that describes this procedure: Tech Tip number T-TT-0009-10. 
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BG Transmission adaptors for Nissan Sentra with CVT 

May 8, 2012 || 12-342  

BG has two new transmission adaptors available for Nissan Sentras with CVT. They are Transmission adap-tor assembly, 

Nissan Sentra CVT, PN TF832106QC, and Transmission adaptor, Nissan Sentra CVT, test port, PN TF832107QC. 

 

The TF832106QC attaches to the dip stick tube and the TF832107QC attaches to the pressure test port at the front of the 

transmission as shown. 

  

 If you have any questions, please contact 

BG technical department. 

UPDATED: Ford 6R60 and 6R80 transmissions 

January 10, 2012 || 12-338  

Ford 6R60 and 6R80 6-speed transmissions, found in SUVs and F150 trucks are identical except for the torque converter 

ratings. These transmissions have a cooler bypass valve located inside the transmission. The transmission fluid has to be 

between 170°F and 180°F for this cooler bypass valve to open. If the fluid temperature is too low, it will not flow through 

the transmission fluid cooler and a BG Transmission Service can take 45 to 60 minutes to complete. 

The simplest way to raise the fluid temperature is by setting the emergency brake and putting the vehicle in reverse. When 

the transmission fluid temperature gets between 170°F and 180°F the BG PF5 machine will begin to show pressure and 

flow. Put the BG PF5 in process mode. Leave the vehicle in reverse with emergency brake applied during the entire 

service. 

By following this procedure, the service time for these transmissions should be around 15 minutes. 

UPDATE: For a new procedure which bypasses the thermostat and takes a shorter amount of time, refer to Tech 

Tip No. 12-348. 
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BG transmission adaptors for Mercedes 

November 22, 2011 || 11-336  

Below is a picture of a transmission adaptor on a 2010 Mercedes GLK 350. This is the same style of transmission 

connection found on GM and Chrysler vehicles. The BG PF5 transmission adaptors required to perform the transmission 

service on this vehicle are 3/8˝ GM female quick connect, PN TF83228QC, and GM male quick connect, PN 

TF83272QC. These adaptors are labeled for GM vehicles in the BG Tools and Parts Catalog, but like many of our 

adaptors, they also work on other vehicle models. 

  

VW Tiguan Transmission Adaptor 

October 18, 2011 || 11-332  

The new VW Tiguan Transmission Adaptor, male, Part No. TF832108QC, and VW Tiguan Transmission adaptor, female, 

Part No. TF832109QC are in stock and available for order. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 
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Saturn Astra banjo-style transmission adaptors 

March 11, 2011 || 11-324  

The 2008 and newer Saturn Astra utilizes banjo-style transmission adaptors to connect the transmission line to the 

transmission cooler (radiator). BG offers two methods of connecting the BG PF5 to this system. 

 

Remove the banjo bolt and transmission line from transmission cooler. Thread TF83235QC into the radiator, use 

TF83208QC to connect to the barb of the TF83235QC and secure with clamp. Connect one service hose of the BG PF5 to 

the TF83208QC. With the banjo bolt inserted through the transmission, line thread the TF83236QC on to the banjo bolt 

and connect the other service hose of the BG PF5. 

Note: TF83235QC, TF83236QC and TF83208QC are included in the New Gen. Transmission Service Adaptor Set. 
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Remove the banjo bolt and transmission line from transmission cooler. Thread TF83251 into the radiator and connect one 

service hose of the BG PF5. With the banjo bolt inserted through the transmission line, thread the TF83251F onto the 

banjo bolt and connect the other service hose of the BG PF5. 

Note: BG PF5 adaptors TF83251 and TF83251F are included in the BG PF5 European Adaptor Set. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

Remember, even if an adaptor is labeled for a specific model there is still a possibility that it will fit others. 

2007 and newer Ford Edge transmission service 

January 11, 2011 || 11-322  

2007 and newer Ford Edge is equipped with a transmission thermal bypass valve located on the driver’s side of the 

transmission. The BG PF5 can be connected to the transmission cooler line off the bottom of that valve. Transmission 

adaptor, Ford Explorer, male, Part No. TF83299QC, and 1/2˝ open hose, Part No. 

TF83208QC, are needed to make the connection. This transmission must be at operating temperature for fluid too flow 

through the BG PF5.TF83299QC is a quick connect style adaptor. which requires a special disconnect tool. This tool can 

be purchased from a tool supplier or Ford has this tool, Part No. 307-569. 
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Volkswagen Touareg transmission service 

January 11, 2011 || 11-321  

To perform a BG Transmission Service for Volkswagen Touareg, the lower plastic engine cover must be removed. Use 

Audi /VW male adaptor, Part No. TF83259, and Audi/VW female adaptor, Part No. TF83259F, to connect the BG PF5 to 

the transmission lines where they connect to the transmission cooler (at the bottom side of radiator). 
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Cadillac transmission adaptors 

January 4, 2011 || 11-320  

When performing a BG Transmission Service on 2003 – 2007 Cadillac 3.6L and 4.6L models, please use the 3/8˝ male 

adaptor, Part No. TF83278QC, and 3/8˝ open hose, Part No. TF83206QC. Before performing the service, the vehicle must 

reach operating temperature. Some transmissions contain an inline thermal bypass  valve (located between the cooler lines 

and transmission), which opens when the engine reaches about 160° F (71° C), allowing fluid to flow through the 

transmission cooler. 

 

 

BG PF5MO Diode Retrofit 

October 19, 2010 || 10-316  

In some BG PF5MO machines, we’ve seen the wiring affect the meter’s function. In an effort to avoid interference with 

the meter, we’re sending all distributors who purchased the BG PF5MO,* a Diode Retrofit, Part No. PF5-061-1. This part 

is now included in the Programmable Digital Meter Retrofit Kit for the BG PF5MO and BG PF5HO, Part No. PF5-061 

and PF5-062. If you have any questions please call BG technical department. 

*Serial numbers include BG PF5MO S/N 1301-1821, BG PF5MO (12Q) S/N 1701-1091, BG PF5MO (28Q) S/N 1601-

1108. 
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2006 and newer Lexus IS and GS transmission adaptors 

June 15, 2010 || 10-313  

In 2006 Lexus introduced a transmission on the IS and GS rear wheel drive models that does not have a trans-mission 

fluid dipstick and the transmission fluid cooler is attached to the transmission. Since there are no transmission cooler 

lines, performing a BG Transmission Service was impossible. With the help of Will Rasmussen and his crew at Kenz & 

Leslie Distributing Co., we have developed a method to service this transmission with the BG PF5. 

 

The BG PF5 is connected to the transmission pressure test port (located on the passenger side of transmission), and the fill 

port (located on driver side of transmission). 

This service requires the following BG PF5 adaptors: TF832101QC or TF832102QC and TF832103QC. The 

TF832103QC attaches to the transmission pressure test port. Either the TF832101QC or TF832102QC attaches to the fill 

port, depending on the size of the port.Step-by-step hook-up instructions are available on BG Nexus > Instructions and 

Manuals > PF5 hook-up Lexus dipstick-less.Caution: If the BG PF5 is drained with air pressure and then manually filed, 

the transmission fluid level will be low after the service. To avoid the transmission fluid level from being low, pressure 

fill/drain the BG PF5 transmission machine. If you are using a BG PF5MO and draining with air and manually filling, the 

transmission fluid level will be low. Simply add more fluid using the BG PF5MO. 
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New BG PF5 adaptors for GMC Acadia and Saturn Outlook 

June 8, 2010 || 10-312  

BG has two new transmission adaptors available for the GMC Acadia and Saturn Outlook. The new part numbers are 

TF832104QC and TF832105QC. These fittings will be included in the BG PF5 adaptor kit soon.The BG PF5 hook up on 

these vehicles is located on top of the transmission. 

 

PF5MO programmable digital meter retrofit 

February 26, 2010 || 10-306  

BG has a retrofit kit available to upgrade the BG PF5MO transmission machine old style meter, BG Part No. PF5-052, to 

the new programmable digital meter, BG Part No. PF5-059. Instructions for this retrofit kit, Part No. PF5-061INST, are 

available on BG Dashboard. 

This retrofit will only upgrade the PF5MO transmission machine. A retrofit kit for the BG PF5HO transmission machines 

will be available soon. 
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New programmable meter for PF5MO 

November 20, 2009 || 10-304  

BG is in the process of upgrading the BG PF5MO, BG PF5MO-28Q and BG PF5MO-12Q with a programmable meter. 

The new meter will give the user the same metering capabilities as the old meter, but the new meter can be programmed to 

stop the service at a predetermined fluid amount (quarts). 

  

 

Programming the meter 

With power cord hooked to a 12 volt power source, the meter can be programmed to stop the service at a predetermined 

fluid amount (quarts). 

1. Press and hold the right “SEL” button until the numbers on the display start blinking, (about two seconds). 

2. Enter the amount of fluid to be used by pressing the left “RST” button until desired number is displayed. Press the 

“SEL” button to move to the next digit. 

3. Once the desired amount of fluid is entered, press and hold the “SEL” until the numbers stop blinking and read 00.0. 

To reset meter to zero, disconnect and reconnect the 12 volt power source. 

The new meter runs off the 12 volt power supply of the BG PF5MO, meaning no more batteries to mess with. The BG 

logo is printed on the face of the meter. 

The BG PF5MO-28Q (SN 1601–1043 and up), BG PF5MO-12Q (SN 1701–1071 and up) and BG PF5MO with 16 quart 

tank all have new meters. 

BG offers a retrofit kit to upgrade BG PF5HO and BG PF5MO machines. 
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New PF5 adaptor 

September 25, 2009 || 09-301  

Ford has changed the transmission line on the vehicles that used BG TF83288QC adaptor. The length between the 

retaining collar and the end of the transmission line has been increased. This causes the connection to leak during the BG 

Transmission Service when using the TF83288QC. BG has a new adaptor for this application, Part No. TF83299QC. 

  

 

PF5 compatibility information 

July 2, 2009 || 09-prelim  

Questions have arisen concerning the compatibility of BG Quick Clean for Automatic Transmissions, Part No. 106, if 

filters are not replaced during a BG Transmission Service. 

ATF filters consist largely of fine wire mesh, fiberglass mat, cellulose or other mixed media material held into place with 

the filter housing. No adhesives are present. BG has thermally tested all these filters types for compatibility. 

In a controlled laboratory test, various fillers were soaked in a mixture of transmission fluid and BG Quick Clean for 

Automatic Transmissions and heated to 300° F for a period of 24 hours. The filters were then removed and inspected. 

There was NO change in the structure or integrity of the filter materials. 

Many “used” filter inspections have been performed on actual vehicles. They confirm that the only effect BG Quick Clean 

for Automatic Transmissions has on the filters, is the cleaning of the filter material itself. This means that filters which are 

restricted by sludge from oxidized fluid will be cleaned and restored to serviceable condition during a BG Transmission 

Service. 

Most transmission filters are designed to last the life of the transmission. Any large metal particles that may be trapped 

inside the filter represent “break-in” wear and have likely been there since the vehicle was new. There they are safely 

contained and the BG Transmission Service has no effect on removing or dislodging them. 

It should also be noted that BG Quick Clean for Automatic Transmissions is NOT a harsh cleaner and will not dislodge 

heavy accumulations of sludge and deposits, or cause any transmission problems. 

Note: If the transmission pan is removed to make repairs, the filter should ALWAYS be changed. 
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New BG PF5 adaptors for 2008 Ford trucks 

November 3, 2008 || 08-284  

BG has two new transmission fittings available for the 2008 Ford trucks. The new part numbers are TF83297QC and 

TF83298QC. These fittings are in stock and will be included in the BG PF5 adaptor kit soon. 

 

Transmission service for the 2008 Ford trucks has to be performed at the transmission thermostat. The thermostat is 

located in the transmission cooler lines between the radiator and the transmission. The thermostat will bypass the 

transmission cooler until it reaches a certain temperature. If the BG PF5 hook up is done at the transmission cooler, the 

transmission service will not be performed. The BG PF5 hook up must be done between the transmission and the 

thermostat. BG PF5 fittings TF83297QC and TF83298QC will allow for the connection. 
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New BG PF19 adaptors for Hino Cabover trucks 

October 10, 2008 || 08-281  

BG has new transmission adaptors for the Hino Cabover trucks. The new part numbers are BD0236, BD0237, BD0238 

and BD0239. These adaptors are available as optional adaptors. 

 

New PF5 adaptors for Audi A4 series 

September 5, 2008 || 08-279  

BG has two new transmission adaptors available for Audi A4 series vehicles. The BG transmission adaptor Audi (male), 

Part No. TF83267, and BG transmission adaptor Audi (female), Part No. TF83267F, are for use where the cooler lines 

connect to the transmission cooler. The cooler is located at the radiator. 
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New PF5 adaptors for BMW 500 series 

August 22, 2008 || 08-278  

BG has two new transmission fittings available for BMW 500 series vehicles. The BG transmission adaptor BMW (male), 

Part No.TF83266 and BG transmission adaptor BMW (female), Part No. TF83266F, are for use where the cooler line 

connects to the transmission heat exchanger. The heat exchanger is mounted on the bottom front separate from the 

radiator. 

  

 

BG Universal Synthetic CVT Fluid and chain-driven CVTs 

August 15, 2008 || 08-285  

BG Universal Synthetic CVT Fluid, Part No. 318, is designed for use in all belt-driven Continuously Variable 

Transmissions (CVT). BG Universal Synthetic CVT Fluid Conditioner, Part No. 302, must be used with BG 318 for all 

chain-driven CVTs. 

Here is a list of all known vehicle make/models using chain-driven CVTs: 

Make and Model (includes all model years) 

Ford Five Hundred 

Ford Freestyle 

Mercury Montego 

Audi A4, A5, A6, A6L, A8 
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PF5 Adaptor for Volkswagen and Audi DSG transmission 

July 25, 2008 || 08-274  

The Volkswagen/Audi Direct-Shift Gearbox (DSG) transmission has a canister-style filter on top of the transmission. BG 

now has a PF5 adaptor that will replace this filter and allow the BG Transmission Service to be performed on this 

transmission. The new part number is TF83268. It is available as an optional adaptor. 

  

 

Ford Focus Transmission Service 

June 27, 2008 || 08-273  

The Ford Focus has a transmission line with a quick connect between the transmission cooler and transmission. The best 

place to connect the BG PF5 to the vehicle is where the transmission line connects to the transmission. BG PF5 

transmission fittings TF83225QC and TF83272QC are used to make the connection. 

There has been a problem with the TF83272QC connection to the male quick connect fitting on the transmission. The PF5 

transmission adaptor TF83272QC has now been modified so that it will fit the transmission fitting properly. The modified 

TF83272QC is currently in stock. 

The inside diameter measurement of the old TF83272QC is .3770 +.0040 –.0020. 

The inside diameter measurement of the modified TF83272QC is .3770 +.0050 –.0000. 

PF5 fitting over-torque 

January 10, 2008 || 08-270  

There have been reports of PF5 fittings breaking. The fittings at issue are Part Nos. TF83256, TF83257, TF83290 and 

TF83293, which are hollow in the middle and will break if over-torqued. Testing showed that it took between 40 and 50 

lbs of torque to break these fittings. The maximum amount of torque used should never exceed 20 lbs, which is enough 

torque to tighten these fittings and prevent them from leaking. 
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PF5 fitting over-torque 

December 21, 2007 || 07-270  

There have been reports of PF5 fittings breaking. The fittings at issue are Part Nos. TF83256, TF83257, TF83290 and 

TF83293, which are hollow in the middle and will break if over-torqued. Testing showed that it took between 40 and 50 

lbs of torque to break these fittings. The maximum amount of torque used should never exceed 20 lbs, which is enough 

torque to tighten these fittings and prevent them from leaking. 

Programming PF5MO meter for initial set-up and battery replacement 

December 14, 2007 || 07-269  

The CUB7P has programmable prescale values and decimal point positions. These values are changed using the front 

panel push buttons. Connect wires between RST EN (Reset Enable) and COM. (Common); and between HS (Program 

Enable) and COM. (Common) to enable front panel push buttons. 

Note: Upon entering the PGM mode for the first time, the Prescaler value is set to 0.0000. Some value between 0.0001 

and 1.9999 must be entered in order for the CUB7P to operate properly. Previously stored values are retained until 

charged by the user. 

 

With the front panel push buttons enabled, press the PGM button to enter the program mode. The CUB7P display will 

change to the current prescale value, with the least signifiant digit flashing at a 2 Hz rate. The prescale value can be set to 

any value between 0.0001 and 1.9999. Press the RST button to increment the flashing digit to the desired value. Pressing 

the PGM buton will lock in the value of the flashing digit and advance to the next significant digit. The most significant 

digit can only be set to 0 or 1. When the entire prescale value has been programmed, press the PGM button once to enable 

decimal point selection. Any new count pulses will be accumulated using the new prescale value. 

After performing the prescale selection, the display will show 0.0000. The BG default value is 0.00. 

Press the RST button until the desired decimal point position is displayed. Press the PGM button to select that position 

and return to the counter mode. Remove the wire from the HS (Program Enable) terminal to prevent accidental changes to 

the programmed values. 

Replacement battery Part No. is G0251. 
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BG transmission fitting redesigned 

November 16, 2007 || 07-268  

In 2007 Ford introduced a new 1/2˝ quick connect style transmission fitting. The BG 1/2˝ spike quick connect, Part No. 

TF83226QC, is a 1/2˝ quick connect male fitting which will fit the new Ford female fitting, but the retaining collar is too 

small to lock the two fittings together. We have redesigned the TF83226QC fitting so that it will fit the vehicles it was 

originally designed to fit and also the new Ford vehicles. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

  

 

Volkswagen transmission cooler adaptor assembly 

October 12, 2007 || 07-265  

Volkswagens with 5-speed automatic transmissions have a transmission cooler that is mounted on the transmission with 

one Allen head bolt. Remove the Allen head bolt and replace it with the VW Transmission Cooler Adaptor Assembly, 

Part No. TF83293QC, or the Nissan/VW Transmission Cooler Adaptor Assembly, Part No. TF83290QC. Connect the BG 

PF5 to the adaptor and perform a regular transmission service. 

The length of the Allen head bolt will determine which adaptor to use. This cooler set up is similar to theNissan 5-speed 

automatic transmission (see tech tip No. 06-245). 

Note: The Volkswagen adaptor, Part No. TF83293QC, and Nissan/VW adaptor, Part No. TF83290QC, look similar but 

the TF83293QC is one inch shorter than the TF83290QC. 
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Worn retaining clips 

October 5, 2007 || 07-263  

Occasionally the retaining clip on one of the BG female quick connect fittings have become worn, subsequently allowing 

the fitting to come off the vehicle during a BG service. These clips are made of spring steel. If a clip has become stretched 

or is fitting loosely, it can be removed and simply bent back into shape. The clips can also be replaced. 

The following part numbers are the replacement clips for each BG female quick connect fitting. 

  

 BG Transmission Fittings  

Quick connect fitting Replacement clip 

TF83272QC TF83272-1 

TF83273QC TF83273-1 

TF83279QC TF83279-1 

TF83280QC TF38280-1 

TF83261F TF83279-1 

TF83260F TF83273-1 

BG Diesel Injector Fittings  

Quick connect fitting Replacement clip 

9700-107 TF83280-1 

9700-109 TF83272-1 

9700-111 97847-02 

9700-113 TF83279-1 

BG Injector Fittings  

Quick connect fitting Replacement clip 

97814 TF83280-1 

97847 97847-02 

97863 TF83272-1 
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Chevrolet 4500, 5500 and 6500 series transmission fittings 

May 18, 2007 || 07-258  

BG has two new transmission fittings available for GM vehicles. BG Part No. TF83291QC and TF83292QC are for use 

where the transmission cooler line connects to the radiator, for example: on some Saturns and GTOs. 

Caution: The radiator on these vehicles is plastic. If the transmission cooler line or PF5 fitting are over tightened, the 

radiator will crack. 

 

Volvo transmission fitting is redesigned 

May 18, 2007 || 07-257  

In some instances the Volvo II transmission fitting Part No. TF83258 is too big in diameter to fit into the radiator. We 

have reduced the diameter of the TF83258 fitting to resolve this issue. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 
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Formula Change for ATC Plus 

February 23, 2007 || 07-255  

BG ATC Plus, Part No. 310, has been upgraded and improved. In recent past, we issued Tech Tip 05-222 informing you 

that we did not recommend using Part No. 310 with General Motors latest ATF upgrade, Dexron® VI. However, after 

extensive research, we have upgraded BG ATC Plus to be completely compatible with Dexron® VI as well as Ford 

Mercon® SP and Toyota WS ATFs. This upgrade includes additive chemistry that provides greater frictional durability 

over the drain interval and chemistry compatibility with the new friction plate materials being used in the latest automatic 

transmissions. BG ATC Plus remains beneficial and compatible with all other ATFs as well. Be watching for new charts 

that display the characteristics of this formula improvement. The first fill date for the new formula is 12/15/06. The 

Dexron® VI compatibility will be reflected on the label as a running change. This change will most likely appear in 

February. 

ATC Plus color change with formula change 

In Bulletin 2007-11 dated January 5, 2007, we informed you of a formula change to BG ATC Plus, Part No. 310. We have 

been receiving comments about the color of BG ATC Plus. The color of this product has changed with the formula 

change. It is now darker than it used to be. 

Chevrolet transmission fittings 

December 20, 2006 || 06-254  

BG has two new Big Dawg® transmission fittings available for the Chevrolet 4500, 5500 and 6500 series trucks. The BG 

fittings for this application are Part No. BD0234 and Part No. BD0235. 

 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/formula-change-for-atc-plus/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/chevrolet-transmission-fittings/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2006/12/TechTip254_ph1.jpg
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2006/12/TechTip254_ph21.jpg


2005 Ford Focus Transmission Service 

August 4, 2006 || 06-248  

2005 and newer Ford Focus has a quick connect transmission fitting located on the bottom side of the vehicle near the 

radiator. 

 

BG PF5 transmission fittings TF83225QC and TF83272QC are the fittings that will be used to service this vehicle. 

 

  

Caution: The retaining clip on the female end of this quick connect can be broken very easily. Care should be taken when 

working with this quick connect. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/2005-ford-focus-transmission-service/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2012/11/TechTip248_ph1.jpg
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2012/11/TechTip248_ph2.jpg


New Nissan transmission adaptor 

March 1, 2006 || 06-245  

2004 and newer Nissans with 5-speed automatic transmission have a transmission cooler that is located on the 

transmission. This cooler is mounted to the transmission with one Allen head bolt. 

 

BG Products, Inc., has developed an adaptor that will make it possible to do the BG PF5 transmission service on this 

vehicle. Simply remove the Allen head bolt and replace it with BG PF5 adaptor Part No. TF83290QC. Hook the BG PF5 

up to adaptor and perform a regular transmission Service. 

  

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/new-nissan-transmission-adaptor/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2012/11/TechTip245_ph1.jpg
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2012/11/TechTip245_ph2.jpg


Note: When the cooler mounting bolt (either the Allen head bolt or the TF83290QC) is removed, there will be about 1.5 

quarts of ATF will run out from the cooler and transmission. While removing the Allen head bolt, simply use a dedicated 

clean drain pan to catch the fluid. After the TF83290QC and BG PF5 are hooked up to the vehicle, put the fluid that is in 

the drain pan back into the transmission through the transmission dipstick tube. After the service, while removing the 

TF83290QC, once again catch the fluid in a clean drain pan. After the vehicle has been put back together, put the fluid in 

the drain pan back into the transmission through the transmission dipstick tube. 

BG PF5HO service hose with red band 

January 23, 2006 || 06-241  

The booster pump in the BG PF5HO is located in line with one of the service hoses. Think of the pump being located 

between the vehicle and the machine in one of the service hoses. The pump was placed there due to the rectifier block. If 

the pump was located inside the machine, the rectifier block would not work. This would prevent the machine from 

correcting the fluid flow automatically. 

While draining the BG PF5HO either service hose can be used as a dump hose. However, if the service hose with the 

booster pump is used as a dump hose, the machine will drain slowly. 

Beginning wih BG PF5HO serial no. 501-2329 the service hose that DOES NOT have the booster pump will be marked 

with a 1 ½” red shrink wrap band. The machine will drain considerably faster, using the service hose without the pump. 

 

  

 Note: On older machines the top service hose (the hose with the drain spigot) is the service hose that DOES NOT have 

the booster pump. 

 

 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-pf5ho-service-hose-with-red-band/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2012/11/Tech-Tip-06-241.jpg


BG PF5 Service on 2005 and newer Jeep Cherokee 

January 23, 2006 || 06-240  

2005 and newer Jeep Cherokees have a transmission cooler connection that is hidden behind the grill and air intake duct. 

To gain access, remove the grill and air intake duct (see photo). Use BG PF5 fittings TF83228QC and TF83278QC to 

connect to the transmission cooler. 

 

Reminder: Replacement clips, Part No. PF5-035, are available for the quick connect fitting. There is also a longer version 

of the TF83228QC, Part No. TF83286QC, available as an optional fitting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-pf5-service-on-2005-and-newer-jeep-cherokee/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/files/2006/01/Tech-Tip-06-240.jpg


BG PF5 check valve O-ring 

January 13, 2006 || 06-239  

Nearly 7,000 BG PF5 units between serial numbers 13,173 and 20,000 have a check valve, Part No. TF825, which uses an 

O-ring. This O-ring is located between the ball bearing and the steel wall of the check valve. The purpose of the O-ring is 

to give the ball bearing a metal to rubber seat to help seal the check valve in one direction. In several situations this O-ring 

has slipped out of its groove. When this happens the O-ring gets stuck between the ball bearing and the steel body of the 

check valve (see picture). This prevents the check valve from operating correctly. 

 

If you have a machine on which the check valve is malfunctioning, check the O-ring before replacing it. Remove the 

check valve and if the O-ring is out of place simply remove it. Reinstall the check valve and test machine. 

We have removed this O-ring on the current BG PF5s to prevent this problem. 

Note: The most common indicators of this problem are that the BG PF5 service takes longer than normal to complete, 

doesn’t seem to be completing the transmission service, or the used gauge never goes to 0 PSI and the new gauge never 

goes to 50 PSI. 

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

GM transmission line retaining clips 

December 1, 2005 || 05-234  

GM transmission line retaining clips are frequently lost while performing a transmission service. BG Retaining Clip 3/8″ 

GM Quick Connect, Part No. PF5-035, and BG Retaining Clip 5/8″ GM Quick Connect, Part No. PF5-038, can now be 

used to replace lost clips. Each is available in a package of five clips. 

Note: PF5-035 clips are normally found on GM cars, light duty S10-style and 1500 series trucks. PF5-038 clips are 

normally found on the GM heavy duty 2500 and larger trucks. 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-pf5-check-valve-o-ring/
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Frequent PF5 fittings questions 

November 2, 2005 || 05-232  

The past couple of years we have seen several OEM’s sharing common transmission line fittings.  This has been 

confusing because we are all used to specific PF5 adaptors fitting particular vehicles. For example Ford is using some 

fittings that GM has used and GM is using some fittings that Ford has used. Chrysler has even joined the game by using 

the quick connect fitting that GM has been using for years. 

The following are specific vehicles that have caused some confusion when it comes to which PF5 adaptor to use. 

2000 and newer Acura TL – TF83246QC & TF83247QC optional adaptors – Connect on the back side of the 

transmission. See Tech Tip No. 02-142. 

2001 and newer Chevrolet Corvette – TF83278QC & TF83206QC – Connect at the radiator. 

2001 and newer Cadillac CTS – TF83278QC & TF83206QC – Connect between the radiator and engine. See Tech Tip 

No. 04-198. 

2002 and newer Ford F150 – TF83278QC & TF83206QC – Connect in front of radiator at cooler or at transmission. See 

Tech Tip No. 02-155 & 04-198. 

2003 and newer Dodge Truck 2500 and 3500 – TF83216QC & TF83237QC – Connect at the transmission or remove 

drivers fender well and go in at the quick connect with TF83226QC & TF83279QC. 

2003 and newer Mercedes – TF38260 & TF83260F European kit – Connection at the radiator. See Tech Tip No. 04-197 

2003 and newer Honda Accord – TF83246QC & TF83247QC – Connect on the back side of the transmission. See Tech 

Tip No. 04-188 

2003 to 2004 Ford F250 and F350 – TF83284QC & TF83285QC – Connect at the radiator. See Tech Tip No. 04-183 

2004 and newer Dodge Magnum and Chrysler 300M with 5.7L – TF83245QC & TF83277QC – Connect at the 

radiator. See Tech Tip No. 04-202 

2005 and newer Ford F250 and F350 – TF83288QC & TF83210QC – Connect at the radiator or transmission. See Tech 

Tip No. 05-228 

2005 and newer Chrysler Mini Vans – TF83228QC & TF83272QC – Connect at the transmission. See Tech Tip No. 05-

218 

2005 and newer Jeep Cherokee – TF83228QC & TF83272QC – Connect at the transmission. 

2005 and newer Chevrolet Equinox – TF83217QC & TF83232QC – Connect at the radiator. 

2006 Ford Focus – TF83225QC & TF83272QC – Connect at the transmission. 

Remember, even if an adaptor is labeled for a specific model there is still a possibility that it will fit others. 

 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/frequent-pf5-fittings-questions/


Pinch clip style female quick connect fittings 

October 18, 2005 || 05-229  

The following female quick connect fittings have all been switched from having plastic retaining clips to metal pinch style 

retaining clips. 

97814              5/16˝ Ford quick connect 

97847              1/4˝ quick connect 

97863              3/8˝ female QC Chrysler/GM 

9700-107         5/16˝ female snap lock 

9700-109         3/8˝ female snap lock 

9700-111         1/4˝ female snap lock 

9700-113         1/2˝ female snap lock 

BG will provide replacement plastic retaining clips until stock is depleted. 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/pinch-clip-style-female-quick-connect-fittings/
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BG PF5 transmission fitting TF83288QC 

June 23, 2005 || 05-228  

2004 and newer Ford F250 and F350 have a new transmission quick connect fitting. The fitting looks similar to the quick 

connects that the 2002 Explorer, Expedition and F150 are using, but larger. BG Part No. TF83288QC will fit in this 

application. 

The TF83288QC is in stock and will be added to the regular PF5 fittings kit soon. 

2004 and newer Ford F250 and F350 require a special quick disconnect tool to disconnect the transmission lines. This tool 

can be purchased at any Ford Dealership, Part No. 307-459. 

The TF83288QC is a quick connect male fitting which has no matching female fitting. A female fitting would be difficult 

and expensive to build. However, the barb on the fitting is rounded so that an open-ended hose, Part No. TF83208QC, will 

slip on and off the barb with ease. 

CAUTION: Although the female fitting TF83279QC will fit the TF83288QC, the rounded barb on the TF83288QC will 

allow the two to come apart under pressure. Part No. TF83279QC should not be used with Part No. TF83288QC. 

New BG PF5 fittings TF83261 and TF83261F 

June 23, 2005 || 05-227  

Two new BG PF5 fittings are available for late model 300 series BMW and Land Rovers. The transmission line on these 

vehicles is a quick connect fitting with the release tool as a part of the transmission line. The BG fittings for these 

applications are BMW/Land Rover 14mm Adaptor, Female, Part No. TF83261F and BMW/Land Rover 14mm Adaptor, 

Male, Part No. TF83261. These fittings will be included in the European Fittings Kit soon. 

 

  

  

  

  

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-pf5-transmission-fitting-tf83288qc/
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Toyota WS ATF 

June 2, 2005 || 05-223  

Toyota has an ATF they are labelling “WS.” This fluid is in the automatic transmissions of the 2004 Land Cruiser 

vehicles and 2004 4Runner vehicles equipped with the 2UZ-FE engine and A750E/A750F transmission. This fluid may 

also be in the newer models of the above-mentioned vehicles as well as various other models—we do not know at this 

time. We do not recommend using BG Universal Synthetic ATF, Part No. 312, in place of this fluid nor do we 

recommend using BG ATC Plus, Part No. 310, in these systems. The viscosity of the Toyota fluid is much lower than a 

normal ATF. We do not have the Toyota specification nor have we performed any fleet testing with BG Universal 

Synthetic ATF in these systems. You may continue to use BG Universal Synthetic ATF in place of other Toyota ATFs, 

including the Type T-IV. 

Dexron® VI 

April 29, 2005 || 05-222  

General Motors has introduced a new ATF specification it has termed Dexron® VI. GM decided it needed to upgrade its 

ATF specification to accommodate the Hydra-Matic 6L80, its first 6-speed automatic. This fluid is the new service fill 

and factory fill specification for all Hydra-Matic GM transmissions. It will be used as a factory fill for all 2006 MY 

Hydra-Matic automatic transmissions starting on April 4, 2005, and it will be mandatory service fill by January 2007. 

Dexron® III(H) or Dexron® VI can be used for service fill until January 2007. Dexron® III(H) approvals will be valid until 

December 31, 2006. Dexron® VI is backward compatible with previous Dexron® formulations. Dexron® VI will be 

offered through GM Vehicle Care products in dealerships and service centers in Summer 2005. 

GM believes this new ATF is two to three times better than the best Dexron® III(H) fluid on the market, today.  Some of 

the enhancements of the Dexron® VI include significantly improved shift performance and fluid durability as well as 

superior pitting protection, oxidation stability, foaming protection, and shear stability. 

We DO NOT recommend using BG Universal Synthetic ATF, Part No. 312, in place of the new Dexron® VI ATF. We 

also DO NOT recommend using BG ATC+, Part No. 310, with the Dexron® VI at this time. With this specification from 

GM being brand new, BG 312 has not been tested against this new specification nor do we have any of the new Dexron® 

VI ATF for fluid analysis at this time. 

Dexron® is a registered trademark of General Motors Corp. 

Transmission Service on 2005 Dodge Caravan 

April 8, 2005 || 05-218  

The 2005 Dodge Caravan has quick-connect fittings on the transmission cooler lines. These are the same style fitting 

commonly found on GM vehicles. BG PF5 fittings, Part Nos. TF83228QC and TF83272QC, that would be used for the 

GM vehicles will work on the new Caravan. 

Note: There is a longer version of the TF83228QC available as an optional fitting, Part No. TF83286QC. 

Note: The retaining clip used on the vehicle’s quick-connect fittings is available through BG. The Part No. is PF5-035. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/toyota-ws-atf/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/dexron-vi/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/transmission-service-on-2005-dodge-caravan/
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GM transmission line retaining clip 

January 27, 2005 || 05-210  

GM transmission line retaining clips are frequently lost while performing a transmission service. The lost clips can now 

be replaced by the BG Retaining Clip 3/8˝ GM Quick Connect, Part No. PF5-035 (bag of five clips). 

 

  

  

  

 

  

New BG PF5 fittings for Chevy Workhorse 

December 20, 2004 || 04-206  

There are two new BG PF5 fittings for transmission lines that are commonly found on the Chevy Workhorse custom 

chassis. This chassis is commonly used for utility and recreational vehicles. The transmission line on this chassis has a 

quick connect fitting with the release tool as a part of the fitting. The BG fittings for this application are Allison QC 

adaptor assembly-Chevy Workhorse, female, Part No. TF83282QC, and Allison QC adaptor assembly-Chevy Workhorse, 

male, Part No. TF83283QC. These are quick connect fittings with the release tool as a part of the fitting (see photo). 
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Transmission Service for Dodge Magnum and Chrysler 300M 

October 26, 2004 || 04-202  

Transmission Service for the 2004 and newer Dodge Magnum and 2004 and newer Chrysler 300M with 5.7L Hemi 

Engine has to be performed at the transmission. There is a thermostat located in the transmission cooler lines between the 

radiator and the transmission (see photo). 

 

The thermostat will bypass the transmission cooler until it reaches a certain temperature. If the BG PF5 hook up is done at 

the transmission cooler, the transmission service will not be performed. The BG PF5 hook up must be done at the 

transmission (see photo). BG PF5 fittings TF83245QC and TF83277QC will allow for the connection. 

Note: These vehicles have a tube to check transmission fluid but not a dipstick. The dipstick can be purchased through 

Dodge or Chrysler. The tool is Miller Tool Part No. 9336. 

Allison New World Transmission Adaptor 

October 12, 2004 || 04-199  

The Allison New World Transmission has two filters that are held in by two different plates. These plates are located on 

the bottom of the transmission and are labeled as the “main” side and the “lube” side (see picture). The BG Allison New 

World Transmission Adaptor Kit, Part No. BDO233, will take the place of the lube side filter and allow for the 

transmission service to be performed from this location. 

Note: The engine RPM may have to be raised to increase pressures on transmission machine. 

  

Caution: The two plates on the bottom of the transmission are identical in appearance, but the only side that the service 

can be performed on is the lube side. The pressures are too high on the main side, which will cause damage to the machine 

or the transmission. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/transmission-service-for-dodge-magnum-and-chrysler-300m/
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BG PF5 adaptor for 2002 and newer Ford Explorer and Expeditions 

September 17, 2004 || 04-198  

The 2002 and newer Ford Explorers and Expeditions have a new transmission quick connect. BG Part No. TF83278QC 

will fit in this application. It is part of the BG PF5 optional adaptors, labeled as a 2001 and newer Corvette fitting. 

The TF83278QC was added to the regular BG PF5 fittings kit as of BG PF5 serial number 15406. 

2002 and newer Ford Explorers, Expeditions and F150s require a special tool to disconnect the transmission lines.  This 

tool can be purchased at any Ford Dealership, Part No. 307-441. 

NOTE: The TF83278QC will also fit 2003 and newer Cadillac CTS. 

GM also has this special quick disconnect tool available through their tool supplier, Kent Moore Tools, Part No.  J44827. 

The TF83278QC is a quick connect male fitting for which we have no matching female fitting. A female fitting would be 

difficult and expensive to build. However, the barb on the fitting is rounded so that an open-ended hose, Part No. 

TF83206QC, will slip on and off the barb with ease. 

CAUTION: Although the female fitting TF83272QC will fit the TF83278QC, the rounded barb on TF83278QC will 

allow the two to come apart under pressure. Part No. TF83272QC should not be used with Part No. TF83278QC. 

2003 and newer Mercedes transmission fittings 

September 17, 2004 || 04-197  

The 2003 and newer Mercedes has a new style transmission fitting. BG now has quick connect adaptors available, Part 

Nos. TF83260 and TF83260F.  These fittings are in stock and will be included in the European fittings kit soon. 
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BG PF5 quick connects 

July 16, 2004 || 04-192  

BG PF5 New Generation quick connects (Post-2001) 

BG PF5 New Generation, serial number 10,000 and newer, has several options when it comes to quick connects. It 

currently comes with the quick connect and barb machined as one piece. However, this quick connect is not yet available 

as a replacement part. If you have one of these quick connects, the PF5-007 will work as a replacement. When stock of the 

PF5-007 runs out, the one piece quick connect barb combination will take its place. 

Upgraded BG PF5 hoses (Pre-2001) 

BG PF5 service hose, Part No. BD0813, comes with a pre-2001 model quick connect, Part No. TF831A, on one end and a 

2001 model quick connect, Part No. TF863, on the other. This service hose will fit any pre-2001 model BG PF5 and 

connect to any QC or QD fitting. The advantage of this hose is that it will eliminate the need for a jumper hose between 

the service hose and the fitting. 

Quick upgrade for BG PF5 hoses (Pre-2001) 

Another option for upgrading pre-2001 model BG PF5 hoses is to use an existing service hose; cut off one of the quick 

connects, Part No. TF831A, and install a 2001 quick connect that is now available. The 2001 quick connect with a 3/8″ 

push loc barb, Part No. TF863A, will fit the old style service hoses. 

 

 

TF863: 1/4″ ST female quick connect. Replacement quick connect for BG PF5 is a quick connect only, no barb. 

TF863A: 1/4″ ST female quick connect x 3/8″ barb. Used to update old style BG PF5, serial number 10,000 and older, to 

BG PF5 New Generation quick connects. 

PF5-007: 1/4″ ST female quick connect x 1/2″ barb. Replacement quick connect for all BG PF5s. 

1/2″ barb: Used in currently manufactured BG PF5 and is not yet available as a replacement part. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-pf5-quick-connects/
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Purge port on BG PF5 New Generation 

May 27, 2004 || 04-189  

Question: Is the purge port on the BG PF5 New Generation regulated to prevent too much air pressure from being applied 

to the machine? Answer: Yes and No. 

The purge port on the BG PF5 New Generation is only regulated by the bypass valve and by having an open-ended fitting 

on one of the service hoses. Although, while applying air, the purge port can be in a regulated situation and still build 

enough pressure on the machine to read pressures over 100 PSI and exceed the 100 PSI safety pressure release valve. This 

can happen if more than 100 PSI of air is being applied to the purge port and the air is being introduced faster than the 

purge port bypass system can release the pressure. 

This situation can be avoided by only allowing 50–60 PSI of pressure to build on the used gauge while applying air. When 

air is applied to the purge port, watch the used gauge. When the gauge reads 50–60 PSI, stop applying air pressure. When 

the gauge reads approximately 30 PSI, reapply the air pressure. Repeat these steps until all of the new fluid is purged 

and/or the testing is complete. 

BG PF5 service on Acura TL—2000 and newer 

May 27, 2004 || 04-188  

Performing the BG PF5 service on the 2000 and newer Acura TLs will prove to be a little more challenging than before. 

The transmission cooler (as we know it), is located on top of the transmission—not in the radiator. Acura actually calls 

this unit on top of the transmission, the “ATF warmer.” This means that there are no transmission lines going to the 

radiator on which to hook up the BG PF5. 

This particular model does, however, have an external filter that has an ATF line coming from the filter and back to the 

transmission. Where the ATF line goes back into the transmission is where the connection to the BG PF5 will be made. 

The connection is located on the backside of the transmission (toward the firewall), on the driver’s side of the vehicle. 

At the end of the ATF line is a banjo-style fitting with a banjo bolt going into the transmission. Remove the banjo bolt and 

move the line to the side. Install fitting TF83246QC into the transmission. Install fitting TF83247QC to the ATF line 

using the banjo bolt from the vehicle. Attach the BG PF5. 

The service will take about four minutes. When the service is finished, disconnect the BG PF5, reconnect the lines on the 

vehicle and the service is complete. 

Always check the fluid level before and after the service. 

ATTENTION: The 2003 and newer Honda Accords are using the same transmission as the Acura mentioned above. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/purge-port-on-bg-pf5-new-generation/
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BG PF5 Fittings TF83228QC and TF83286QC 

April 16, 2004 || 04-185  

The BG PF5 fitting TF83228QC (GM Male Quick Connect) was originally built as a somewhat long fitting. Due to a 

clearance problem, the fitting was redesigned which made it shorter. Since then we have had many requests for the longer 

of the two versions. BG now offers a longer version of the PF5 fitting TF83228QC. The new part number is TF83286QC. 

It is available as an optional fitting, not included in the BG PF5 fittings kit. 
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BG PF5 Dedicated Dump Hose 

April 16, 2004 || 04-186  

While emptying the BG PF5 there have been times when the waste hose would come out of the waste bucket and make a 

big mess. BG now offers a Dedicated Dump Hose, Part No. PF5-100, that will help eliminate this problem. This dump 

hose is in stock and will only be available as an optional fitting. 

 

  

BG PF5 Service 

April 16, 2004 || 04-183  

New BG PF5 fittings for the 2003 and newer Ford F350s are now available. The new part numbers are TF83284QC and 

TF83285QC. The BG PF5 hook-up can be made on the bottom of the radiator. 
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BG PF5 service on late model Chryslers 

March 15, 2004 || 04-181  

We have been advised that some Chrysler field reps have been telling their dealers that the BG PF5 cannot service late 

model Chryslers. We were never given specifics but the BG Distributor forwarding this information thought they were 

talking about mini-vans. 

We have 2001, 2002, 2003, and 2004 models in our own fleet. We specifically set up an efficiency test on the 2004 model 

Caravan. This vehicle shows a 10.7-quart capacity and we used the 16 quart model BG PF5 since this is what most shops 

have. We did the exchange in “Park” and had good flow and pressure. We shifted through the gears three times without 

moving the wheels to represent the way it would normally be done in the shop. Efficiency was 87.7 percent. 

We also did the heavy duty Dodge 2500 series pickup truck. This vehicle has a 15-quart capacity. 

This vehicle has no flow or pressure in “Park” as does the mini-van. The vehicle was put in “Neutral” and had 

pressure and flow. We shifted through the gears three times during the exchange. The efficiency of the 16-quart model 

BG PF5 on the 15 quart capacity was 67.4 percent. Obviously, service on the 2500 series could be done with the new 

28 quart model BG PF5 to improve the efficiency. 

We are not aware of any Chrysler products that can’t be serviced with the BG PF5. If anyone has input on this we would 

be glad to hear about it. 

These tests were performed using tracer dyes to determine the efficiency of exchange under lab conditions. 

 

Operating instructions for BG TF800QC 

March 1, 2004 || 04-176  

The BG New Generation PF5 Chemical Injector Tool, Part No. TF800QC, is designed to allow BG Quick Clean for 

Automatic Transmissions, Part No. 106, and BG ATC Plus, Part No. 310, to be injected into transmissions without oil 

dipsticks. 

Fill TF800QC with BG Quick Clean. The male fitting is not dripless; if the canister is turned upside down the Quick 

Clean will drain out. 

Adapt necessary BG PF5 fitting to vehicle’s transmission line. 

Put the TF800QC between one of the BG PF5 fittings on the vehicle and the BG PF5 service hose. 

Start vehicle with machine in bypass mode. Allow ample time for BG Quick Clean to clean the system. 

Leave the TF800QC in place and switch machine to “Process.” 

Once the transmission flush is complete shut off vehicle. Switch machine to “Pressure Release.” Allow all pressure to be 

released from machine. 

Disconnect service hose from TF800QC. CAUTION: If there is any pressure in the system, fluid will run out of the male 

fitting on the TF800QC. 

Fill TF800QC with BG ATC Plus. Reconnect BG PF5 service hose to TF800QC. 
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With BG PF5 in bypass mode, start vehicle to allow BG ATC Plus to be injected into the transmission. 

Turn off vehicle; disconnect the BG PF5, TF800QC and PF5 fittings. 

Always check transmission fluid level. Follow manufacturer’s instructions on how to check the transmission fluid level. 

CAUTION: The male fitting on the TF800QC is not dripless. If there is any pressure in the equipment when 

disconnected, transmission fluid will drain out of fitting. If canister has fluid in it and is placed on its side, fluid will drain 

out of the fitting. 

Claims of transmission short fill with BG PF5 service 

December 8, 2003 || 03-172  

Occasionally we hear that the New Generation (NG) BG PF5 unit leaves the transmission low on fluid. We 

have discussed this issue before, however an update is in order. 

BG set up a short test run using air to empty the BG PF5 of old fluid then used the manual method of refilling to replicate 

methods used in the field by most service personnel. 

The first service was on a 1989 Ford F250 pickup. We emptied the BG PF5 with air and refilled it manually using our 

electronic meter to measure out exactly 16 quarts. The dip stick showed “full” when we began. When the service was over 

and all chemicals added, the transmission was about 18 to 20 ounces low. 

The next service was on a 1997 Honda Accord. The BG PF5 was emptied by air and refilled manually using the same oil 

meter to install 16 quarts. The transmission’s fluid level was low but the addition of BG Quick Clean for Automatic 

Transmissions, Part No. 106, put it on the full mark. After the service the level was checked and it was still full. We had to 

remove 11 ounces in order to add the BG ATC Plus, Part No. 310, and not overfill. 

The next vehicle was a 1999 Ford F150 pickup. This time the BG PF5 was emptied with air, but refilled with 16 1-quart 

bottles. The vehicle’s transmission was on the full mark after adding BG Quick Clean for Automatic Transmissions. After 

the service and the addition of the BG ATC Plus, the transmission was 6 to 7 ounces low. 

The 16 quarts used all three times were sufficient to force ATF out the side vent during the filling stage. However, most 

NG BG PF5 units actually hold an extra pint or more of ATF if a little patience is used during filling. When the ATF starts 

coming out the side vent, immediately shut the vent off and leave the valve on the fill pipe open until the fluid level in the 

funnel completely stops going down. The hoses and rectifier block hold about 40 ounces of oil. When you empty the unit 

with air, you remove part of this oil; it takes a little time to fill these cavities.  We did not see the “quart low” situation that 

some have described. It sounds as though they may not be installing the flush and/or conditioner if they are this short. 

We know that pressure filling of this system is still the best and eliminates problems with short filling. However, we 

understand that most shops don’t or can’t use the BG PF5 in this fashion. 

Those of you getting the new 3124 box/bag package will soon be receiving an additional pint in this container to make it a 

33 pint instead of a 32 pint. This should ensure enough product to fill the units. 
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2002 Ford Transmission Service 

December 8, 2003 || 03-171  

In 2002 Ford came out with a transmission (particularly in the truck series) that has a thermostat-controlled fluid flow 

through the transmission’s cooler loop. This thermostat will not allow pressure or flow through the BG PF5 when put into 

the process mode. 

Getting the thermostat to open: 

1. Make sure vehicle is at operating temperature. 

2. Put the vehicle in low gear and power brake at 1500 RPM up to 11/2 minutes. While power braking watch the BG PF5 

gauges and flow gauge. 

After a short period, the thermostat will open and you will see pressure and flow on the BG PF5. When this happens you 

can stop power braking the vehicle. Put the vehicle back into “Park” and the rest of the BG PF5 service will go as normal. 

There has been some confusion on what BG PF5 fitting fits the 2002 and newer Ford Trucks. The fittings needed are 

TF83278QC and TF83206QC. Originally the TF83278QC was described as a Corvette fitting on the optional BG PF5 

fitting list. his has since been updated to include 2002 Ford trucks and has been put into the BG PF5 fittings kit. 

BG PF5 Fitting TF83243QC—GM Allison Transmission Fitting 

October 24, 2003 || 03-170  

In 2003 GM changed the transmission cooler line fittings on vehicles equipped with the Allison Transmission. It’s the 

same style fitting as the 2001 and 2002 but smaller in diameter. This makes the retaining barb on the TF83243QC too 

large to fit in the transmission cooler line fitting. The existing TF83243QC fits the 2001 and 2002 but not the 2003. We 

have changed the TF83243QC so that it will fit all GM Allison transmissions cooler line fittings. The old TF83243QC 

retaining barb diameter is .868 and the new TF83243QC diameter is .812. The retaining barb on the old TF83243QC can 

be ground down to make it fit all GM Allison transmission cooler line fittings. Be careful not to remove too much material 

from the retaining barb. 
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Testing and adjusting BG CT2 pressure output 

September 24, 2003 || 03-169  

The BG CT2—Serial o. 7000 and newer—has a high output pump that is controlled by a pressure regulator 

cutoff switch. The switch is set to turn the pump off between 28 and 33 SI; this is to prevent over pressurizing the coolant 

system on the vehicle. Testing and adjusting of the pressure regulator cutoff switch may be necessary. The BG CT2 

Pressure Testing Tool, Part number CT2-100, will be necessary to do these procedures. 

Testing Procedure 

1. Connect the BG CT2 to a fully charged 12-volt power supply. 

2. Verify that the “New” tank on the CT2 contains coolant. 

3. Set the tank switch on the CT2 to “New.” 

4. Attach the BG CT2 Pressure Testing Tool to the “Pump” hose on the BG CT2. 

5. Insert approximately 6 inches of the open end of the clear hose on the testing tool into the “New” tank. 

6. Move the BG CT2 “Pump” switch to “Return to Vehicle.” 

7. Allow the pump to circulate sufficient coolant to attain good circulation. (No air bubbles in the hose.) 

8. While monitoring the pressure on the testing tool gauge, close ball valve slowly until pump kicks off. Open ball valve. 

9. Ideal kick-off pressure is 28 to 33 PSI. 

10. Verify the kick-off pressure by repeating step 8 several times. 

11. Turn off CT2 “Pump” switch. 
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12. If the pump kick-off pressure is within 28 to 33 PSI no further action is necessary. If the pressure is not within the 28 

to 33 PSI go to “Adjusting Procedure.” 

Adjusting Procedure 

1. Disconnect the BG CT2 from the 12-volt power supply. 

2. Use a 3/32 inch Allen wrench to remove the tank selection knob. 

3. Use a 5/16-inch nut driver to remove the four attaching screws from the tip section of the BG CT2. 

4. Carefully lift the top section slightly and rotate to allow access to the internal area containing the pump, etc. 

5. Locate the pressure regulator near the right side of the BG CT2. It will have a gray plastic cover. 

6. Use a 3/8 nut driver to remove the nut that holds the gray cover on the regulator. 

7. Again using a 3/8 nut driver, turn the nut on the long screw (or regulator) 3–4 turns in the direction required to adjust 

the pressure. To increase pressure, turn the nut clockwise. To lower pressure turn the nut counter-clockwise. 

8. Connect the CT2 to a fully charged 12-volt power supply. 

9. Move the BG CT2 “Pump” switch to “Return to Vehicle”. 

10. Allow the pump to circulate sufficient coolant to attain good circulation. (No air bubbles in the hose.) 

11. While monitoring the pressure on the test tool gauge, close ball valve slowly until pump kicks off. Open ball valve. 

12. Turn off BG CT2 “Pump” switch. 

13. Repeat steps 7, 9, 10, 11 and 12 until ideal kick-off pressure is achieved (28 to 33 PSI). 

14. Verify the kick-off pressure by repeating step 11 several times. 

15. Re-install the gray cover on the pressure regulator. 

16. Re-install the tip of the BG CT2 and tank selection knob. 

17. Verify the kick-off pressure one final time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BG PF5 TF83281QC fitting 

September 22, 2003 || 03-167  

Saturn transmissions 

Saturn Vue, Ion and L-Series vehicles have a special cooler line fitting at the 

transmission for which we now have a fitting. BG TF83281QC is a three piece set that will adapt to both models. It will 

only be offered as an optional fitting. 

The transmission cooler lines and cooler will be taken out of the flushing loop when using the TF83281QC fitting. To 

clear old fluid from cooler loop simply blow shop air in one cooler hose, allowing the fluid in the loop to escape through 

the other cooler hose. 

Caution: The Vue has the CVT transmission that takes special ATF. If you use regular ATF in this transmission it will 

fail! 

BG PF5 fitting TF83243QC–GM Allison Transmission Fitting 

July 3, 2003 || 03-165  

In 2003 GM changed the transmission cooler line fittings on vehicles equipped with the 

Allison Transmission. It’s the same style fitting as the 2001 and 2002 but smaller in diameter. This makes the retaining 

barb on the TF83243QC too large to fit in the transmission cooler line fitting. The existing TF83243QC fits the 2001 and 

2002 models, but not the 2003. We have changed the TF83243QC so that it will fit all GM Allison transmission cooler 

line fittings. The old TF83243QC retaining barb diameter is .868 and the new TF83243QC diameter is .812. The retaining 

barb on the old TF83243QC can be ground down to make it fit all GM Allison transmission cooler line fittings. Be careful 

not to remove too much material from the retaining barb. 
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Transmission line quick disconnect tool for 2002 Fords 

June 25, 2003 || 03-162  

2002 and newer Ford Explorers, Expeditions and F150 trucks require a special quick disconnect tool to disconnect the 

transmission lines. This tool is an OTC tool, Part No. 307-441, and can be purchased at any Ford Dealership. If you have 

any questions, contact BG technical department. 

BG PF5 Rectifier Block 

June 25, 2003 || 03-160  

Any BG PF5, Serial No. 10,000 and up, has a rectifier block in it. his rectifier block 

uses four ball bearings to direct fluid flow through the BG PF5 in the right direction. The rectifier block is located inside 

the BG PF5 on the upper left side. The block can be identified by the three large plugs on the side of it (top photo). 

If one of these four ball bearings gets stuck, the rectifier block will not work properly. The most common indication that 

the rectifier block is not working is, with PF5 hooked to vehicle, there is a pressure on both gauges but no flow (most 

likely there is just air in the sight glass). his means that the fluid flow is bypassing the internal components of the PF5 at 

the rectifier block. ne of the ball bearings in the rectifier block is stuck. witching the service hoses while still connected 

to vehicle, will sometimes fix this problem. If the problem remains further repairs need to be done. 

    There are filter screens in the rectifier block that can cause the rectifier block to 

malfunction. 

The screens are located inside the block behind the two large plugs closest to the door. Remove the plugs and the screens 

should come out with plugs (bottom photo). If screens do not come out fish the screens out with your finger. There are 

two things to look for, excessive contamination on the outside of the screens and/or dented screens. 
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If one of the screens is dented this can cause one of the ball bearings to get stuck between the screen and the block. The 

screen needs to be straightened or replaced. Reassemble rectifier block and test machine. 

If there is excessive contamination, then the entire machine needs to be flushed. With the screens removed put plugs back 

into rectifier block. Apply pressurized clean ATF through one service hose and out the other. Then switching hoses and 

putting ATF through the machine the other way. Put screens back into rectifier block and test the machine. If machine is 

still not working then the rectifier block will need to be flushed. Flushing the rectifier block can be done by following the 

steps below: 

1. Remove the front two plugs and screens from the side of the rectifier block. 

2. Remove front top plug from rectifier block. 

3. Put finger in side ports to hold top ball bearings off their seat. Spray brake cleaner in front port to flush top side of 

rectifier block. 

4. Top ball bearings should move up and down freely, if they don’t—reflush the top side of the rectifier block. 

5. With a magnet remove the two bottom ball bearings through the side ports. 

6. Cut bottom hose off as close to rectifier block as possible. This will allow the brake cleaner and debris to drain out. 

7. Spray brake cleaner in side ports to flush bottom side of rectifier block. 

Reassemble rectifier block and test machine. 

Connection problems with BG PF5 fittings TF83231QC and TF83232QC 

June 2, 2003 || 03-159  

BG PF5 fittings TF83231QC and TF83232QC both fit Ford vehicles. They are both female fittings (two different sizes) 

that fit in the transmission cooler line of the vehicle. Sometimes the transmission cooler line will not fit into the 

TF83231QC or TF83232QC. The reason for this may be that the male fitting on the transmission cooler line was over-

torqued into the female fitting on the radiator, causing the end of the male fitting to flare out (see photo). This in turn will 

not allow the fitting to fit into the TF83231QC or TF83232QC. If this is the case, an open-ended hose will need to be used 

in its place. 

 

  

We have made some changes with the TF83231QC and TF83232QC to ease the connection, but the problem may persist. 

Caution: If the transmission cooler line isn’t flared and does fit the TF83231QC or TF83232QC, caution should be taken 

not to over torque the TF83231QC or TF83232QC or the fitting may not come off of the transmission line. 
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BG PF5 female quick connects 

June 2, 2003 || 03-159  

The following BG PF5 quick connect style male fittings now have matching female fittings. 

Male fitting                                 Matching female fitting  

TF83225QC & TF83228QC         TF83272QC 

TF83243QC                                 TF83273QC 

TF83227QC                                 TF83280QC 

TF83226QC                                 TF83279QC 

BG PF5 fitting Part No. TF83278QC is a quick connect male fitting for which we do not have a matching female fitting. 

This fitting is made in such a way that a female fitting would be difficult and expensive to build. The barb on the fitting is 

rounded so that an open-ended hose (Part No. TF83206QC) will slip on and off the barb with ease. 

Caution: Although BG PF5 fitting Part No. TF83272QC will fit Part No. TF83278QC, they were not designed to be used 

together and in fact should not be used together! The rounded barb on fitting TF83278QC will not keep female fitting 

TF83272QC from coming apart under pressure. 

Repair procedure of new BG PF5 bypass valve 

December 12, 2002 || 02-153  

BG PF5 serial number 13173 and newer has a new bypass valve that is preset at the factory. 

If the bypass valve does need to be removed from machine do not take the valve itself apart. Take the valve out by taking 

the two fittings off of each end of the valve (see photo). 
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If air keeps flowing through the BG PF5 while it is draining, the bypass valve could be stuck open. To make sure it’s the 

bypass valve, pinch off the hose coming from the 

bottom of the bypass valve. If the air stops, the bypass is stuck open and will need to be cleaned. 

The valve can be cleaned two ways. On the machine, pinch off the hose coming from the bottom of the bypass valve. Put 

machine in “Purge” mode and attach the recharge adaptor to the purge port on the inside of the machine. Attach an open-

end adaptor to one of the service hoses and place the end in a waste container. Apply air pressure to the recharge adaptor 

on the purge port. The bladder will be inverted to the top of the tank. The New Fluid gauge will go to “0” and the Used 

Fluid gauge will start to rise. Remove air source from machine when Used Fluid gauge reads 60 PSI. Release the pinched 

hose allowing air to rush from Used side to New side through the bypass valve. Both gauges should rise with the New 

Fluid gauge going back to “0” and the Used Fluid gauge stopping at 14 PSI. If the Used Fluid gauge goes to “0” then the 

bypass valve is still stuck open and needs to be removed and cleaned. 

With bypass valve removed, use a narrow screwdriver to push valve open. Use brake cleaner to clean out the valve. 

Remove screwdriver. Air should pass through the valve in one direction but not the other. If air still passes through the 

valve in both directions replace the valve. 

  

2002 and newer Ford Explorer and Expedition transmission QC fitting 

December 12, 2002 || 02-155  

2002 and newer Ford Explorers and Expeditions have a new transmission quick connect. BG has a quick connect fitting 

that will fit in this application. Part No. TF83278QC is part of the optional BG PF5 adaptors labeled as a Corvette fitting. 

This fitting will be relabeled and included in the regular BG PF5 fittings kit soon. 

  

Difficulty in manually filling New Generation BG PF5 and the BG PF19 

August 21, 2002 || 02-146b  

If the BG PF5 or BG PF19 unit doesn’t want to take a full charge of fluid, it may be that the bladder is not configured to 

the bottom of the tank. Normally during the first step of recharging when air is applied to the unit, the bladder is pushed 

down forcing out the used oil. Now there is pressure on the new fluid side of the system. However, when the control valve 

is placed in the “Pressure Release” position, pressure may be dumped to the bottom of the tank where it can push the 

bladder back up, causing the tank to resist taking a full charge. 

Try releasing pressure at the side vent before turning the control valve to the “Pressure Release” position. This will release 

the pressure from the top side only without disturbing the bladder. Then turn control valve to “Pressure Release” to allow 

any pressure to escape that was on the used fluid side. 

Also, when manually filling, be certain that the side vent is open and an open-end adaptor is placed in the end of either 

service hose. The BG PF5 needs both vents open to fill quickly and easily. 
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Avoiding vehicle transmission overfill 

August 21, 2002 || 02-146a  

Transmission overfill during service is caused by… 

Most likely: Unit had pressure on it when it was attached to the vehicle giving it a head start on the exchange. Always 

release pressure from unit just before doing service. Unit may contain enough pressure to fill the transmission even 

though no pressure was showing on the gauge. Once flow is started siphoning can enter into the equation and add even 

more fluid to the transmission. 

Likely: Unit had air pocket trapped from recharging. During the exchange this causes the transmission to be 

low on fluid. The gauges indicate the service is complete, but there is compressed air in the unit. Tech checks transmission 

fluid level, sees that it is low and adds fluid. Then he turns control valve to “Pressure Release” 

and the BG PF5 puts the rest of the fluid into the ftransmission, over filling it. 

Least likely: Hose left connected to the transmission after service completed and engine shut off. Pressure on used side of 

the system is pushing used fluid backwards into the transmission. Disconnect service hoses immediately after completing 

the service and checking fluid level. 

  

Reduce risk of transmission failure when performing BG PF5 service 

August 21, 2002 || 02-147  

While failure occurrences are very low with the BG PF5 service, they can be lowered even more. The number one cause 

of failure after a BG PF5 service is a plugged transmission valve body. 

The proper use of BG Quick Clean for Automatic Transmissions, Part No. 106, is essential to a good trouble free service. 

Your customers should be made aware that if they do the service without the use of BG Quick Clean or if they use it 

contrary to instructions, neither you or BG will accept responsibility for the results. 

  

PROBLEM #1 

We are aware of incidents where the techs were being taught by their BG rep to put BG Quick Clean for Automatic 

Transmissions in the transmission and drive the vehicle for a day or so before bringing it in for exchange. In this length of 

time, BG Quick Clean will dissolve a lot of deposit that it was never intended to dissolve. These will circulate to the valve 

body and plug it up. 

SOLUTION 

Running the transmission for 10–30 minutes with BG Quick Clean for Automatic Transmissions is sufficient to clean the 

filter and dissolve gums and varnishes in the valve body without plugging the system. 

  

PROBLEM #2 

We have evidence that some of the occurrences of valve body plugging comes from the process of changing the 

transmission filter. This filter is usually sealed in place by bolts and O-rings. These O-rings harden with age and often 

crumble when they are removed with the filter. Pieces of this O-ring stay behind and wind up in the valve body. We have 
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had this experience in our own testing lab. While this situation has nothing to do with the BG PF5, the unit will get 

blamed. 

SOLUTION 

You should not need to change internal transmission filters at every fluid exchange. We understand this is a sore spot with 

many techs, but the facts don’t lie—filters removed from vehicles that have been serviced regularly with the BG PF5 stay 

clean and free of sludge and varnish that would restrict flow. These filters may contain trapped metal shards that have 

been there since the vehicle was new. They will still be safely trapped there many thousands of miles down the road. 

That’s how the manufacturer designed the filter to perform. 

  

PROBLEM #3 

. Another known source of valve body plugging contaminants comes from the BG PF5. Hook ups that require the use of 

an open-end hose are vulnerable to shards from the hose. 

SOLUTION 

The solution to this situation is simple: Check the machines for frayed or hardened rubber slip-on hoses. Replace with 

new hose on a regular basis, as these parts should be considered consumable items and the transmission valve body does 

the consuming. Bulk lengths of all of the hose sizes are available from BG. 

BG continues to add adaptors that have both male and female ends to help avoid the need for slip-on hose connections. 

  

Doing PF5 service on 2002 2WD Ford Explorer 

August 21, 2002 || 02-148  

The transmission in the 2002 2WD Ford Explorer V8-281 4.6L VIN w/SFI has no dip stick. It uses a stand pipe in the 

bottom of the pan to check level and to manually add fluid. 

To check fluid level, vehicle must be very level and at full operating temperature.  ATF should be between 80–120°F. 

Shift vehicle through all the gears giving each time to engage.  Place selector in “Park” and leave engine running. Raise 

vehicle on a hoist. Remember: It must be level! 

With lever in “Park” and engine running, hold the larger drain plug with a wrench and remove the small (center) fluid 

level indicating plug using a 3/16″ Allen wrench. Allow fluid to drain for 1 minute. When fluid comes out as a drip or 

small stream, fluid level is correct. If no fluid comes out, fluid must be added. Insert Ford supplied special fill adaptor 

307-437 into the opening where the level indicator plug came out. 

Use Ford supplied dispensing gun 303-D104 to install fluid through the adaptor. It is easier to use their tool than to try and 

put fluid in through the PF5. However, you can use the PF5 Chemical Injector Tool to install BG Quick Clean for 

Automatic Transmissions, Part No. 106, and BG ATC Plus, Part No. 310. 
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PF5 Service on 1999 and newer Dodge Durangos and Dakotas 

July 25, 2002 || 02-144  

New PF5 fittings TF83245QC and TF83277QC will make doing a transmission service a breeze on the 1999 and newer 

Dodge Durangos and Dakotas with 4.7L engines. 

The hook-up can be made at the transmission cooler behind the bumper (see picture). 

Remember this is a Dodge, to get flow through the transmission cooler the vehicle has to be in neutral. 

  

 

  

  

BG PF5 service on Acura TL—2000 and newer 

July 15, 2002 || 02-142  

Performing the BG PF5 service on the 2000 and newer Acura TLs will prove to be a little more challenging than before. 

The transmission cooler (as we know it), is located on top of the transmission—not in the radiator. Acura actually calls 

this unit on top of the transmission, the “ATF warmer.” This means that there are not transmission lines going to the 

radiator on which to hook up the BG PF5. 

This particular model does, however, have an external filter that has an ATF line coming from the filter and back to the 

transmission. Where the ATF line goes back into the transmission is where the connection to the BG PF5 will be made. 

The connection is located on the backside of the transmission (toward the firewall), on the driver’s side of the vehicle. 

At the end of the ATF line is a banjo-style fitting with a banjo bolt going into the transmission. Remove the banjo bolt and 

move the line to the side. Install fitting TF83246QC into the transmission. Install fitting TF83247QC to the ATF line 

using the banjo bolt from the vehicle. Attach the BG PF5. 

The service will take about four minutes. When the service is finished, disconnect the BG PF5, reconnect the lines on the 

vehicle and the service is complete. 

Always check the fluid level before and after the service. 
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Transmission Service–Chevy HD pickup with Allison transmission 

July 15, 2002 || 02-141  

Caution should be taken when doing a transmission service on the new Chevy HD pickup with the Allison transmission. 

This is due to the high pressures and high flow that the transmission produces. This transmission when idle in park or 

neutral produces around 50 to 60 PSI. If the engine is accelerated, the pressures can exceed 80 PSI. Pressures and flow are 

lower in drive and reverse. There should be no problems if the service is being done with BG PF8, BG PF19 or the BG 

PF20. 

There is concern with the BG PF5. The main precaution that should be taken with the new generation PF5 is not to 

accelerate the engine during the service. The new generation PF5 has a 100 PSI pressure release valve. If the pressure gets 

over 100 PSI, the release valve will release fluid from the machine. There should be no problems if the engine is at idle 

during the service. 

BG does not recommend using the old generation (pre-2001) PF5 to do the service on this vehicle. This is due to smaller 

plumbing and the pressure-regulated new and used service ports. Smaller plumbing causes restrictions that in turn causes 

higher pressures. If pressures do exceed the pressure regulators, the PF5 could lock up causing damage to the PF5 or 

transmission. 

Remember, the new generation PF5 does have pressure limitations that can be reached by this transmission. While doing 

the service, keep an eye on the pressure gauge on the machine during the entire service to make sure pressures don’t get 

too high and flow is maintained. 

 

BG PF5 Service on 2000 and newer Acura TL 

January 4, 2002 || 02-132  

Performing the BG PF5 service on the 2000 and newer Acura TL’s will prove to be a little more challenging than on 

earlier models. The transmission cooler (as we know it) is located on top of the transmission not in the radiator.  Acura 

actually calls this unit on top of the transmission the ATF warmer. This means that there are no transmission lines going 

to the radiator on which to connect the BG PF5. 

This particular model does have an external filter that has an ATF line coming from the filter and back to the 

transmission. This line consists of two metal lines with a rubber line connecting the two together. This is where the 

connection will be made. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/transmission-service-chevy-hd-pickup-with-allison-transmission/
https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/bg-pf5-service-on-2000-and-newer-acura-tl/


 

The connection is located on the backside of the transmission (toward the firewall) on the driver’s side of the vehicle. 

The wiring harness that is located above where the connection is to be made can be moved to make things 

easier.  Disconnect the rubber line from the metal line. Install BG Fitting #05 on the rubber line and BG Fitting #06 on the 

metal line. Connect the BG PF5 to the fittings and the service is ready to begin. 

The service will take about 4 minutes. When the service is finished disconnect the BG PF5, reconnect the lines on the 

vehicle and the service is complete. 

Always check the fluid level before and after the service to prevent any complications. 

Purge port on new generation BG PF5 

January 4, 2002 || 02-134  

Question: Is the purge port on the new generation BG PF5 regulated to prevent too much air pressure from being applied 

to the machine? Answer: Yes and No. 

The purge port on the new generation BG PF5 is only regulated by the bypass valve and by having an open-ended fitting 

on one of the service hoses. So if at least one of the service hoses does not have an open-ended fitting on it, then the purge 

port is not regulated. Although, while applying air, the purge port can be in a regulated situation and still build enough 

pressure on the machine to read pressures over 100 PSI and exceed the 100 PSI safety pressure release valve. This can 

happen if over 100 PSI of air is being applied to the purge port and the air is being introduced faster than the purge port 

bypass system can release the pressure. 

This situation can be eliminated by allowing only 50–60 PSI of pressure to build on the used gauge while applying air. 

When air is applied to the purge port, watch the used gauge. When the gauge reads 50–60 PSI, stop applying air pressure. 

When the gauge reads around 30 PSI reapply the air pressure. Repeat these steps until all the new fluid is purged and or 

the testing is complete. 

 

 

 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/purge-port-on-new-generation-bg-pf5/
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2.5 Gallon Tanks for the BG PF5 

December 3, 2001 || 01-130  

It has been determined that the 2.5-gallon tank used in the BG PF5-10Q and as a retrofit for the 4 gallon tanks, actually 

hold 3 gallons. The combination of the tank and the plumbing of the machine holds the 3 gallons. 

All labels and references to this tank are being changed to show 3-gallon capacity.  It is too costly, for the volume sold, to 

attempt to resize the tank. 

BG PF12 and BG PF15 WARNING! 

April 26, 2001 || 01-124  

On March 1, 2001, we issued BG Tech Tip #01-114, which included an article concerning the BG PF12 and 

BG PF15 for flushing GM V-6 engines which have undergone manifold gasket replacement—a chronic problem with 

some of these engines. 

In the article we discussed a GM problem with manifold bolt torque causing distortions in the block leading to 

premature bearing failure. Now there are more problems tying into this GM repair service and the BG PF12/15. 

A lot of grit is released in the buffing off of the gasket sealer on the manifold gasket. If the manifold gasket is 

leaking to the outside as some do, then the engine takes in large quantities of dirt because the air going in through the 

intake gasket is not filtered. The engine is dirty after performing this gasket service and that is why an engine flush service 

is performed. 

Heavy sand and grit are not completely removed by the BG PF12/15 service. Sludge is removed, but the heavy grit drops 

to the bottom of the oil pan. There it stays until the vehicle is brought up to road speed, then the debris becomes mobile 

again causing damage to parts which are lubricated by oil splash. If the BG PF12/15 extracted oil through the oil pan, the 

washing action might be enough to pull the heavy grit out. Simply draining and air flushing is NOT enough to do it. The 

correct procedure would be to drop the pan after flushing and clean it out. GM doesn’t insist on it and techs won’t do it. 

The Bilstein-type static flush system seems to do a better job of removing grit because it pulls from the oil pan. If you 

have switched your customer from one of these systems and they are performing GM 4.3 and 3.8 intake gasket services as 

prescribed by GM, stop them from using the BG PF12/15. ENGINES MAY BE DAMAGED AND THE BG PF12/15 

WILL BE BLAMED. 

We are working on an additional procedure or a different machine to remedy this situation. For now, do NOT perform 

BG PF12 or BG PF15 services on GM V-6 engines which have had the manifold gasket replacement procedure. 
The BG PF12 and BG PF15 are maintenance tools and should only be used as such. They are not a short cut for proper 

repair procedures. 
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BG PF5 Service on ’98 and newer Jeep Cherokee 

March 30, 2001 || 01-119  

It is almost impossible to make BG PF5 connections at the radiator on ’98 and newer Jeep Cherokees without removal of 

the air filter box. Instead, a connection can be made much easier under the front of the vehicle. 

With the vehicle on a lift, the connection is located on the transmission cooler line, between the left front of the engine 

and the radiator. By using BG PF5 fitting #09 and #10, the connection between the vehicle and the BG PF5 can be 

accomplished with ease. 

  

 

Cleaning filter bowls on PF10, PF12, PF15 

March 19, 2001 || 01-115  

The clear filter bowls on these systems are made of materials that are NOT compatible with BG brake cleaners, carb 

cleaners or intake cleaners. Actually, any aerosol product except glass cleaner has the capability of damaging these filter 

bowls. 

Best policy is to wipe clean with a dry shop towel or rag. 
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Loading heavy BG equipment (not for use with BG Big Dawg™) 

March 19, 2001 || 01-118  

The photos below show great lightweight ramps for loading heavy BG equipment (BG Big Dawg excluded!) into vans. 

The set of cast aluminum frames can be purchased from Home Depot for approximately $100. They come hinged together 

along the side and when separated, yield 2 sets or enough for 2 vans. Cover the frames in plywood or other suitable 

smooth material and get rolling! 

Remember, the BG PF5 can no longer be lifted by its handle without risking ripping the top off of the machine! 

 

BG PF5 and BG PF8 regulators 

March 1, 2001 || 01-114B  

Pressure regulators installed into the recharge ports on both the BG PF8 and the new version of the BG PF5 up to this 

point have been Victor brand regulators, which are rated to 1500 PSI. These regulators had a stainless steel diaphragm that 

would fatigue and crack after approximately 35,000 cycles (one cycle being every time a barrel pump would pulse). When 

this diaphragm fails, fluid leaks out of the vent hole in the body of the unit. This is not a safety issue, but it is rather 

annoying. To eliminate this problem, future BG PF5 and BG PF8 units will be shipped with Cash-Acme regulators, which 

are rated to 1100 PSI. These regulators have a rubber diaphragm which is not susceptible to fatigue type failures. This will 

be effective for BG PF5 serial number 10336 and up; and BG PF8 serial numbers 200 and up. Although it is unlikely that 

any of the shops doing transmission flush services will have an ATF delivery system that is set above 1100 PSI max 

pressure, shops that are doing pressure fills should be made aware of our pressure limits. 

Before replacing any regulators, verify that the ATF delivery system’s maximum pressure is less than 1100 PSI so we do 

not introduce any potential safety problems. 
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Honda Transmissions 

February 21, 2000 || 00-102a  

A recent Service Engineering Summary from Honda has been forwarded to us, indicating that Honda discourages the use 

of transmission flushes in their vehicles. This Summary seems to convey a wary view of transmission flushes as a whole 

taken at face value. To inform everyone in the field involved with BG PF5 services who might get wind of this, I will 

reproduce the original Honda statement, and then clarify its meaning by referencing and explaining it. 

Original statement from Honda taken from Service Engineering Summary, Honda Field Service, October 27, 1999 

“All Automatic Transmission Models- Transmission Flush Systems” 

“Transmission flush systems are not approved or recommended for Honda transmissions. To flush a transmission oil 

cooler, refer to Service Bulletin 98-061. To flush a transmission hydraulic system, refer to June 1997 Service News 

article.” 

The Honda Service Bulletin, 98-061 mentioned in the statement above is titled, “Automatic Transmission 

In-Warranty Exchange Program.” It outlines the procedures for repairing or replacing failed transmissions. It cites the 

necessity to flush the transmission cooler, hoses, pipes and fitting before installing a new transmission. 

The BG PF5 transmission service is promoted as a preventative maintenance service. Our service has proven its benefits 

when used to extend the life of the transmission. Once a transmission has failed or experienced serious mechanical 

problems, we do not advertise our service as a repair or flush. It is first and foremost a Fluid-Exchange Service; i.e., new 

transmission fluid in, old transmission fluid out. The BG PF5 is vastly more effective than the regular “pan drop” method. 

As always, we highly recommend using Honda brand fluid transmission fluid when refilling Honda transmissions. 

PF4HO Priming Difficulties 

February 19, 1999 || 99-91f  

We have had some reports of priming problems with the BG PF4HO pump. It has now been determined that some units 

between serial numbers 2290 and 2627 had the bypass port in the pump drilled too deeply. This may cause the pump to 

bypass within itself instead of pull a prime. 

The fix for “No Prime” on these units is as 

follows: First check all garden hose fittings to be sure the gaskets are good and the fittings are tight. If this does not cure 

the problem, then remove the stem cap on the bronze pump and loosen the lock nut See illustration below. Turn the stem 

clockwise from the original setting approximately 1 full turn. This will increase pump pressure. 

Tighten the stem lock nut and replace the stem cap. You must now test the pressure output of the pump to be sure it is 

not too great. 

https://www.bgprod.com/techtips/honda-transmissions/
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Place the Inlet and Outlet service hoses in a bucket of coolant. Put the PF4 in process mode and turn the unit on. Pinch off 

the OUT hose to make the pump build maximum pressure. The gauge should read between 80 to 85 psi. If the pressure is 

not in this range with the OUT hose pinched completely closed, turn the stem on the pump clockwise to raise the pressure 

or counterclockwise to lower. You must turn off the BG PF4HO to adjust and you must remember to tighten the 

lock nut and install the cap each time to prevent leaks from distorting the reading. 

This should cure any priming problems, but if it does not, please contact your local BG Sales Rep. 

 


